
Review - (21520) Standard Review
Review
Name HISTORIC SHIPS IN BALTIMORE, INC.
Project Title Exhibit Covering Coast Guard Gutter 37 name 

removal.
Due Date
Visible From
Visible To
Request
Requested Amount $9,000.00
Program Area MHAA
County Baltimore City
Feedback
Yes/No Undecided
Review Long Notes
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FY 2022 MHAA Project Grant Intent to Apply Form
Intent to Apply

INSTRUCTIONS

• All questions with a red asterisk (*) require answers.
• To request accommodations for individuals with disabilities,
please contact Ennis Smith at ennis.smith@maryland.gov or
410-697-9555. We will do our best to provide alternative forms
of application materials and resources.

• Please use plain text. Content will not retain formatting such as
bold, italics, or bullets.

• When you have completed your application, click Review. You
will be given a final opportunity to review your Intent to Apply.
If you have included all the required answers and materials, you
will be able to click Submit.

• You must submit your Intent to Apply form no later than 11:59
p.m. on January 29, 2021.

HOW TO

• Spell-check: click the check mark to the right of the answer field.
• Save a draft: click Save and Finish Later at the top and bottom of
each page. You may also click Next to continue the application,
which will also save your work.

Completing an Intent to Apply form does not in any way commit your
organization to completing a full application.

Once your Intent to Apply form is processed, you will receive an
email with a link to complete a full application, should you decide to
proceed.

Applicant Information
Federal Tax ID
(Also known as the Employer Identification Number or EIN). This is generally
a 9-digit number, e.g. 52-1234567.
52-2170291

Applicant Organization
Historic Ships in Baltimore

Address
1417 Thames St.
Baltimore, MD 21202

City
Baltimore

State
MD

Zip Code
21231
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Primary Project Contact Person
Prefix
Mr.

First Name
Christopher

Last Name
Rowsom

Title
Executive Director

Office Phone
410-952-7008

Extension

E-mail
crowsom@historicships.org

Address
Historic Ships in Baltimore
1417 Thames St.

City
Baltimore

State
MD

Zip Code
21231

Primary Contact's Role on the Project
Administrator

Project Description
Heritage Area
Check all that apply. If you not sure which heritage area your project is in,
watch this short video with instructions on how to check.
Baltimore National

County where the project will take place:
Baltimore City

Project Title
Exhibit Covering Coast Guard Gutter 37 name removal.

What type of project are you requesting funding for?
The following types of activities are eligible to receive MHAA funding:

• Capital - Acquisition, Development, Rehabilitation, Restoration, Pre-
Development (Construction and Pre-Construction), Trails
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• Non-Capital - Planning, Research, Interpretation, Exhibits, Digital
Resources, Signage, Archeology, Educational Programs, Seminars,
Conferences, Performances, Commemorations, Festivals

Non-Capital (MHAA)

Project Description
Briefly describe your project, including what your end results and products
will be.
During the social unrest of summer 2020, the name "Taney" was removed
from the historic US Coast Guard Cutter TANEY (WHEC-37). This action
generated public response, both negative and positive.

We want to create a permanent exhibition aboard the ship, now known by
her hull number "Cutter 37," to provide context to this action and objectively
tell the story of the ship's name, why it was removed, and how Historic Ships
in Baltimore will continue to celebrate her crew's legacy of service to the
country.

The project will produce at least three new exhibit panels consisting of
signage, images and artifacts, and will require rearrange and updating other
interpretive signage materials aboard the ship. The end result will be a new
interpretive story and exhibit access by visitors as they first enter the ship.

Benefit to the Heritage Area
Briefly discuss how your project will benefit heritage tourism in your local
heritage area.
Today, the former USCGC TANEY is a significant artifact, museum, and
memorial as the last ship afloat from the attack on Pearl Harbor. She serves
the heritage area as a museum and memorial honoring this legacy of
honorable service.

Roger B. Taney was a former treasury secretary, for whom the ship was
named when built in 1936 as part of the "secretary" class of ships. Later as a
supreme court justice, Taney issued the infamous Dred Scott decision, for
which he is most recognized today, and which we believe tarnished and
distracted from the above-stated goals and purpose of the museum.

A museum has a responsibility to preserve the past, and educate our
community about it. We are also an inclusive community asset in the
heritage area, and the name removal and and exhibit about it will promote
inclusion while still allowing us to celebrate the legacy of her crew.
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Project Budget
When typing in dollar amounts, only enter numbers. Round the
amounts to the nearest dollar.

MHAA grant funds requested
The minimum amount you can request is $5,000. The maximum amount is
$50,000 for non-capital projects and $100,000 for capital projects.
7000.00

Total Matching Funds Expected
• Your organization must match MHAA funds dollar-for-dollar, with any
combination of cash and in-kind contributions.

• This means that if you receive a $5,000 grant, your organization must
spend an additional $5,000 on the project using non-state sources of
funds.

• This match may be "in-kind," meaning it may consist of volunteer hours
you plan to spend on the project (currently valued at $29.51 per hour)
and the documented value of donated services and materials.

• All match must be spent after the grant is awarded.
• If you plan to spend additional match, beyond the required dollar-for-
dollar match, list the total amount of non-state funds you anticipate
spending on the project here. Leveraging more than the required one-
to-one match is not a requirement and will not mean that your project is
more likely to be funded.

0.00

Request Type/Status
Contributions-Grant-ITA Received

Fund
State Fund

Record Type
Organization
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Ms. Jennifer Ruffner
Administrator
Maryland Heritage Areas Authority
100 Community Place, 3rd Floor
Crownsville, MD  21032-2023                                       March  1, 2021

Dear Ms. Ruffner:

Historic Ships in Baltimore is applying to the Maryland Heritage Areas Authority Grant Program 
for funding to support the concept design, fabrication, and installation, of a new, interpretive 
signage set for display aboard the museum ship US Coast Guard Cutter 37, moored at Pier V and 
on the Baltimore waterfront promenade in the vicinity of the ship.  The new signage will form an 
exhibit interpreting and telling the story of the Ship’s original name, its context and meaning, 
and the recent s decision to remove it.    

As part of the “Treasury” Class of Cutters built in the 1930s, the ship was originally named 
USCGC Taney, after former Treasury Secretary Roger B. Taney.  Taney later became the Chief 
Justice of the Supreme Court and delivered the much-maligned majority decision in the infamous 
Dred Scott Case.  Historic Ships in Baltimore removed the name from the ship during the 
summer of 2020 which generated passionate support and detraction from many diverse 
constituencies.  These interpretive displays will help explain and contextualize this decision and 
provide a medium where the thoughts and emotions and reactions can be voiced and discussed.

This project is extremely important to Historic Ships in Baltimore and is a textbook example of 
the proper role of a museum in preserving and interpreting the past while in the context of the 
present.  For continued improvement of Baltimore and Maryland’s heritage tourism program, the 
Waterfront Partnership strongly supports this project, and requests that the Maryland Heritage 
Areas Authority provide full funding as requested.     

Sincerely,

Laurie Schwartz, President 
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 Brian J. Auer 

Skills Museums-    -  Experience leading a museum staff of 30 educators, visitor associates, and gift shop staff.        

-  Creating and implementing education programs, hands-on activities, outreach lectures. 

-  Exhibit design and planning / care of historic objects.   

-  Budget planning & management, strategic planning, human resources management. 

-  Formative and summative assessment. 

-  Experienced in grant application and implementation:  IMLS, BNHA, MHAA, corporate. 

-  Museum retail including inventory, procurement & sourcing, cash handling & processing, fulfillment.   

 

Computers-  -  Microsoft Office. 

-  Graphic Design:   InDesign, Photoshop, SketchUp. Inkscape/Illustrator vector graphics. 

-  Database Management:  PastPerfect, Blackbaud Suite, Raiser’s Edge, Vendini.    

-  Web Design: HTML, CSS, WordPress, Hubspot. (sample of my work): www.nafiannapipeband.com   

 
Recent 
Employment 
Experience 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2016-Present                 Historic Ships in Baltimore                                   Baltimore, MD 

Operations Director 

 Assisted with administrative and executive duties including payroll, community outreach, grant writing, supervised 

daily staff activities and delegated assignments. 

 Supervised 3 departments: Education, Interpretation, and Retail/Admissions, and their coordinators. 

 Planned and managed a department operating budget of $900,000. 

 Lead writer for 2014 BNHA Investment $5,000 & 2016 BHNA small projects (non-cap) grant, $21,000. 

 Successfully applied for and executed a 2019 BNHA & MHAA small projects (non-cap) grant to create our new 

website and a new mobile tour/education app to enhance visitor engagement, $50,000  www.historicships.org  

 Directed two Museum Store locations.  Implemented a strategy of small order/wide selection inventory to increase 

visitor sales conversion.  Increased gift shop sales by $30,000 over two years.   

 Represented Historic Ships in Baltimore in GBHA & Baltimore Tourism Association. 

 Led Historic Ships in Baltimore’s outreach efforts to Student Youth Travel Association conferences including 

business appointment, roundtable discussions, and worked at Visit Baltimore’s® marketing station.  

 Developed and managed the education division of MD Fleet Week and Air Show in conjunction with Baltimore 

City Public School’s Social Studies Coord. and Baltimore National Heritage Area.   

 Created “Evening Mariner Series” of special, after-hours, educational programming.    

 Provided leadership for fundraising events, special events, and outreach opportunities. 

 Produced and edited virtual tour videos featuring behind-the-scenes experiences for all 5 historic vessels.   

 Represented the museum as a consultant and on-air historian for Smithsonian Channel’s “Rescue Ships,” A&E’s 

“Ghost Hunters”, and TravelChannel’s “Holzer Files.”    

 Created benchmarks and objectives for student/visitor learning and impact; designed and implemented a feedback 

system using tablet kiosks, learning assessments, and Likert model queries to measure and quantify success. 

 Produced summary performance charts and narratives.  Met quarterly with museum board of advisors.  

 Worked with US Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) to create an ancillary curriculum component for DIA’s 

military capabilities analysis training program.  Led education component and tour for DIA trainees.   

 

2010-2016                   Historic Ships in Baltimore                                     Baltimore, MD 

Interpretation Coordinator 

 Created and coordinated museum hands-on programs and tours for an annual volume of 100,000 visitors. 

 Directed and trained a staff of 25 educators.   

 Responsible for hiring, terminating, and processing of employees, including recruiting, counseling, and training.  

 Worked with US Navy, Marines, and Coast Guard to provide ceremonies for re-enlistment, retirement, etc.   

 Received, handled, and resolved visitor complaints and concerns.   

 Served as a frequent media liaison for on-air events that highlighted historical or program-related material.   

 Created an exhibit called “Navigational Tools” that showcases navigational instruments.   

2602 Matthews Dr. 

Parkville, MD 21234 

410-746-5769 

brianjauer@gmail.com   
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 Wrote staff training and implementation manuals for 13 museum education programs.   

 Trained staff and geared programs for target audiences of 6-12th graders, 1st-5th graders, and Adults.   

 Created and installed brand-new interpretive scheme aboard submarine Torsk.  Project included 18 exhibit signs 

and preservation and display of original textile battle flag and crew personal items.  Also trained the education 

staff in associated material. 

 Created and coordinated “Naval Medicine in the Civil War” program in partnership with National Civil War 

Medicine Museum.     

 Developed and contracted the fabrication of a new Civil War Naval food display aboard USS Constellation.   

 Participated in restoration of crew’s head aboard USCGC Taney.   

 

2008-2010                 Historic Ships in Baltimore                                           Baltimore, MD 

Museum Educator 

 Led hands-on education programs and interacted with visitors including donning a historical costume.   

 Adapted every program to its current audience.   

 Strove to get visitors engaged in discussion using hands-on and sensory elements.    

 Sea bag   

 Led and supervised staff on programs for groups of 40-80 students, including overnight education programs.  

 Cared for and maintained museum grounds, including cleaning bathrooms, exhibits, floors, etc.   

 

2008-2009 Smithsonian Institution                                                Washington D.C. 

Public Programs Facilitator 

 Prepared and organized daily public activities and programs. 

 Led public in group discussions about historical material, including a few controversial topics. 

 Composed script and educational guidelines for facilitators. 

 Implemented new techniques and technologies made available in newly renovated museum. 

 Assisted department manager in logistical and managerial duties. 

 

Education 2007 Hood College                                                                 Frederick, MD 

 B.A., History 

 B.A., Music Composition  

           

2014                           Towson University                                                                    Towson, MD 

 M.A., Professional Studies – Education, Technical Writing, Museum Science                                                                                                                                                                    

Hobbies/ 
Volunteering 

2007-2014                 Fort McHenry National Monument                                 Baltimore, MD 

Volunteer Interpreter – National Park Service    

 Handled and cared for military equipment under National Park Service regulations. 

 Interpreted grounds, buildings, and artifacts for park visitors; performed living history about sailor life. 

 Assisted restoration of water battery blocks, tackles, gun carriages, and implements. 

 

2003-Present              Na Fianna Irish Pipe Band                                               Baltimore, MD 

President & Pipe Major   

 Maintain business bank account, procure band equipment, plan events.  Train and instruct student musicians.   

 Maintain band website and work with clients to coordinate performances. 

 Maintain affiliation and provide music/performances for various partners including AOH, Friendly Sons of St. 

Patrick, Irish Shrine and Railroad Workers Museum.  
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The International Coalition of Sites of Conscience

("the Coalition") is a global network of over 300

museums, historic sites, memorials, and memory

initiatives in 66 countries dedicated to

transforming places that preserve the past into

spaces that promote civic action.

For more than twenty years, the Coalition has

collaborated with sites around the world on

exhibition design, community-based

memorialization, interpretive and strategic

planning.  We have trained over 15,000 museum

and historic site professionals at our member sites

and other public and private entities in dialogue,

audience engagement, equity, and inclusion. In

these ways, we have equipped hundreds of

organizations with the tools they need to

remember and preserve a wide range of histories,

as well as enable their visitors to make

connections between the past and related

contemporary human rights issues. 

Supported by the time-tested methodologies of

members, and drawing from the fields of art,

public history, human rights and transitional

justice, we partner effectively with you to meet

your needs.

 

International Coalition of

 Sites of Conscience 

 

 

55 Exchange Place

Suite 404

New York, NY 10005

+1.646.397.5255

 

 

Contact:

 

Linda Norris

Senior Specialist

Methodology and Practice

 

lnorris@sitesofconscience.org

 

 

Who We Are
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Understanding of Need

V I S I T O R  E X P E R I E N C E

Historic Ships of Baltimore care for and interpret the U.S. Sloop-of-War Constellation,

U.S. Coast Guard Cutter WHEC-37, U.S. Submarine Torsk, Lightship 116 Chesapeake,

Seven Foot Knoll Lighthouse, and their related collections with the specific mission of

honoring and perpetuating the legacy of dedicated service of crew members.   The

museum also holds as a core tenet of its work that it will strive to be a source of civic

pride and stand as a symbol and centerpiece for the City of Baltimore.

In 2020, the organization removed the name of Roger B. Taney, the Supreme

Court Justice who crafted the Dred Scott decision, from the Coast Guard ship

that bore his name which caused some controversial reactions.  Plans are now

underway for a new exhibition on board the ship that contextualizes the

removal of the name, as a way for visitors to understand it as a part of the

ship’s full history.

Although the exhibition will be small in size, we recommend that Historic Ships

in Baltimore undertake a larger community consultation process to learn from

community members about how the ship is perceived, how this particular

action impacted different communities, and how to strengthen the desire to be

“a source of civic pride and stand as a symbol and centerpiece for the City of

Baltimore.”

The removal and subsequent public reactions provide an important opportunity

for Historic Ships in Baltimore to begin sustained engagement around issues of

power and race with both the military and the Baltimore community.  Such

actions can help, in the long term, to center the organization as a significant

resource for the many communities it desires to serve.

H I S T O R I C  S H I P S  I N  B A L T I M O R E
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 Approach

V I S I T O R  E X P E R I E N C E

Black residents of Baltimore

Coast Guard veterans

Current serving Coast Guard members

Local teachers

Based on conversations with staff we recommend listening sessions can be held

with the following four stakeholder groups:

By undertaking these facilitated conversations, Historic Ships in Baltimore can not

only gain insight into how the story of the name removal can be best understood

by different stakeholders but also gain useful perspectives on new interpretive

efforts for all of its vessels and collections.

ICSC will facilitate the four conversations, to be held virtually,  and provide a

summary report.  Historic Ships in Baltimore will invite participants, using a

template provided by ICSC.  Conversation groups will be 8-12 participants each

and will last approximately 90.-120 minutes.

These initial conversations serve as a first step in the deeper process of

strengthening the interpretation of the historic ships in Historic Ships in

Baltimore’s care that should include staff training, sustained structures for outside

input and ways for stakeholder groups to talk not just with their own groups but

across groups. At the end of this first listening, there will not be full agreement

among all groups about the approach to the matter of removing Taney’s name, nor

to the overall interpretation.  But community consultations are at the heart of

community-based work, enabling organizations to re-consider the ways in which

power and race affect the stories we tell about American history.

H I S T O R I C  S H I P S  I N  B A L T I M O R E

PROJECT BUDGET

Planning and Report Writing  1 day            $1500

Facilitation of Conversations 2 days          $3000

Total Project Budget                                  $4500
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DINA BAILEY
SENIOR DIRECTOR, METHODOLOGY AND PRACTICE

Linda Norris
SENIOR SPECIALIST
METHODOLOGY AND PRACTICE

SPECIALIZATIONS

Exhibition Development

Interpretive Planning

Museums and Creative Practice

Community Engagement

OVERVIEW
Linda brings deep experience to capacity-building efforts.  As Senior Specialist in Methodology

and Practice, she works to grow the expertise of members and others and develops strategic

initiatives and partnerships. She has spearheaded the revitalization of Maison des Esclaves, an

innovative digital mapping project in the Middle East and a series of webinars on the

memorialization of Indigenous women in New York State. Before joining the Coalition in 2017,

 Linda was an independent museum consultant and brought her curiosity and passion to

transformative. award-winning work with museums, historic sites, and other clients. 

Based in New York, USA

Cell: +1.607.287.8418

lnorris@sitesofconscience.org

 

Linda is the lead on a major IMLS-supported project that brings together ten US-based Sites of

Conscience to build skills around addressing community trauma and support each organization in

developing innovative projects that address those issues.

COUNTERING STORIES OF INEQUALITY,  2020-2022

CREATIVE PRACTICE EXPERT, ONGOING 

Linda was the lead interpretive consultant for the reinterpretation of Stowe's home to directly connect

Stowe's writing of Uncle Tom's Cabin to contemporary issues and to encourage each visitor to make a

difference on issues that matter to them. She facilitated community focus groups, lead interpretive team

meetings, worked with staff to shape interpretive strategies for each room of the home, and conducted

and evaluated prototype experiences.

HARRIET BEECHER STOWE CENTER RE-INTERPRETATION, 2013-2016

SELECT PROJECT EXPERIENCE 

L inda  serves  as  an  ad junct  ins t ructor  in  the  Johns
Hopk ins  Univers i ty ’s  on l ine  Museum Stud ies

Program and Cul tura l  Her i tage  Programs,   teach ing
courses  on communi ty  engagement .

Linda is an industry leader in facilitating conversation and action surrounding the ways creativity can

transform museums, shape more compelling narratives and create deeper, more inclusive community

connections. She is the co-author of "Creativity in Museum Practice" and blogs at The Uncataloged

Museum. Linda has facilitated creative practice workshops for organizations such as Mystic Seaport,

the Asian Art Museum (San Francisco), and the Ohio History Connection. Internationally, the United

States Embassies in Ukraine, Albania and Romania have supported her creative practice workshops.
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BRADEN PAYNTER
DIRECTOR, METHODOLOGY AND PRACTICE

SPECIALIZATIONS

Dialogue Facilitation

Community-Based

Memorialization

Interpretative Planning

Exhibit Consultation

SELECT PROJECT EXPERIENCE

Braden volunteers for the Journal of Museum

Education and has been published in Landscapes of

Violence, Smithsonian Institution and The Public

Historian. 

 

Based in Vemont, USA.

Cell: +1.646 856.9413

bpaynter@sitesofconscience.org

Over the course of three years Braden worked with CTL to build an institutional culture of

dialogue and engagement. In particular the work focused on aligning the programming more

closely with community needs and site topics of LGBTQ history, confronting the Holocaust,

slavery, race, and challenges for military veterans. The collaboration has included trainings ajnd

train the trainer sessions, the development of new resources, and staff mentorship.

CONNECTICUT LANDMARKS, CT,  USA

Braden leads the Coalitions' Methodology and Practice team, making sure that sites around the world

have the information, skills, and relationships they need to excel at their work. He leads trainings and

consultations in dialogue, DEAI, public program planning and development, anniversaries,

memorialization, community engagement, and engaging with power and history. He creates and

moderates many of the Coalition's webinars to facilitate greater collaboration between members. His

background is in parks and historic sites.

NIAGARA FALLS UNDERGROUND RAIL ROAD HERITAGE AREA, NY,  USA
The Coalition is working with key stakeholders in the public presentation of Seneca, Tuscarora

and other indigenous histories and cultures in the Niagara Falls area, to reconcile past grievances,

build more trusting relationships, share information across organizations and collaboratively plan

the decolonization, both internal and external, of four historic sites.

Over an eight-month period, the Coalition worked with the community on a three-phase

initiative that 1) assessed the stories that the community was telling about African American

history and the slave auction block located in town; 2) facilitated design sessions to imagine how

the slave auction block might be further interpreted; and 3) brought the community together for

public dialogues on major themes that were revealed during the first two phases of the initiative. 

CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG, VA,  USA

OVERVIEW
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Abbe Museum

Birmingham Civil Rights Institute

Boston Institute for Contemporary Art

Connecticut Landmarks

Cultural Heritage without Borders (Albania)

Ellis Island Immigration Museum

Freer Sackler Galleries (Smithsonian)

Idaho Anne Frank Human Rights Memorial

Institute for Social Development (Sri Lanka)

Istituzione Musei del Mare e della Navigazione (Italy)

LBJ Presidential Library

Lowell National Historical Park

Maison des Esclaves (Senegal)

MASS MoCA

Museum of Contemporary Art, Chicago

National Civil Rights Museum

National Portrait Gallery (Smithsonian)

Oakland Museum

Oklahoma City Museum of Art

Philbrook Museum

Tenement Museum

Women’s Rights National Historic Park

THROUGH THE EFFORTS OF S ITES OF
CONSCIENCE,  TODAY:

“Working with the Coalition

has strengthened our

effectiveness and purpose in

so many ways. Not only do

we embrace the

methodology they share - we

are also enriched by the

global network and how the

Coalition connects us and

highlights our work. We feel

supported and confident as

we lean into difficult

conversations with our

audiences and with each

other.” 

 

— Cinnamon Catlin-Legutko

Former President/CEO

Abbe Museum

 

 

Clients
For more than twenty years, the International Coalition of Sites of

Conscience has helped museums, historic sites and other spaces

become dynamic centers for community engagement through

personalized training solutions grounded in the work of thought

leaders, educators, and human rights advocates. Below is a

selected list of clients served. 
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"The Coalition helps us understand our audiences better, explore

multiple perspectives on painful or controversial topics, and find

contemporary relevance in our stories. Year after year, they encourage

true excellence in programming at some of the world's most challenging

and meaningful sites." 

 

- Sean Kelley, Senior Vice President, Director of Interpretation and Public Programming, 

Eastern State Penitentiary Historic Site, Philadelphia, PA
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www.sitesofconscience.org

Twitter: @sitesconscience

Instagram: @sitesofconscience

Facebook: Facebook.com/SitesofConscience

Remember, Learn, Engage,

Transform.
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Chairman, Ways & Means Committee 

 

City Hall, Room 527 

Chairman, Biennial Audits Oversight Commission 100 N Holliday Street 

 Baltimore, MD 21202 

  

 

 

 Eric T. Costello 
  

Baltimore City Council, 11th District 
 
March 4, 2021 

 

Ms. Jennifer Ruffner 

Administrator 

Maryland Heritage Areas Authority 

100 Community Place, 3rd Floor 

Crownsville, MD  21032-2023 

 

Dear Ms. Ruffner: 

 

In July 2020, Historic Ships in Baltimore and its parent organization made the decision to remove the 

name “TANEY” from the historic Coast Guard Cutter 37, formerly USCGC TANEY.  The museum is 

applying to the Maryland Heritage Areas Authority Grant Program for funding to support the concept 

design, fabrication, and installation, of a new, interpretive signage set for display aboard USCG Cutter 37, 

moored at Pier V and on the Baltimore waterfront promenade in the vicinity of the ship.  The new signage 

will form an exhibit interpreting and telling the story of the Ship’s original name, its context and meaning, 

and the recent decision to remove it.     

 

Removing the name generated passionate support and detraction from many diverse constituencies, and 

these interpretive displays will help explain and contextualize this decision and provide a space where the 

thoughts, emotions and reactions can be voiced and discussed.  I support Historic Ships in Baltimore in 

this project as example of the using our public assets preserve and interpret the past within the context of 

the present.  For continued improvement of Baltimore and Maryland’s heritage tourism program, we ask 

that the Maryland Heritage Areas Authority provide full funding as requested.      

 

Should you have questions, please feel free to contact me directly at eric.costello@baltimorecity.gov or 

410-396-4816. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Eric. T. Costello 

Baltimore City Council, 11th District 
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Requested By: Brian Auer
Email: bauer@historicships.org

Work Phone: (410) 396-3453

Salesperson: Glenn Szymanski
Email: glenn.szymanski@fastsigns.com

NO. Product Summary QTY UNIT PRICE TAXABLE AMOUNT

1 Display Panel 1 (Front Face) 2 $469.06 $938.13 $938.13

1.1 Miscellaneous - Sign

Part Qty: 1
Width: 18.00"
Height: 48.06"

Notes:
Front Panel 18"w x 48.06"h x 1"thick
1/4" thick mounting plate (Base)
Side Mount 6" x 12"x 1"thick

1.2 Vinyl - Calendered (Overlay) - Vinyl for Front Side of Sign

Part Qty: 1
Width: 18.00"
Height: 48.06"

Text: 
TBD

1.3 Laminate - 3 mil UV Matte - Lamination

Part Qty: 1
Width: 18.00"
Height: 48.06"

2 Display Panels 3 $1,087.73 $3,263.19 $3,263.19

2.1 Miscellaneous - Sign

Part Qty: 1
Width: 14.00"
Height: 48.00"

Notes:
Front Panel 14" x 48" 1.5"thick
1/4" tick mounting plate (Base)

Bill To: Historic Ships In Baltimore
301 E PRATT ST # 1
Baltimore, MD 21202
US

Delivered: Historic Ships In Baltimore
301 E PRATT ST # 1
Baltimore, MD 21202
US

DESCRIPTION: Exhibit Display Panels

ESTIMATE
591E-28296

PO Number: 
Payment Terms: Cash Customer

More than fast. More than signs. ®
fastsigns.com/591

Created Date: 3/4/2021

Generated On: 3/4/2021 11:36 AM Page  1 of 3 
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2.2 Vinyl - Calendered (Overlay) - Vinyl for Front Side of Sign

Part Qty: 1
Width: 14.00"
Height: 48.00"

Text: 
TBD

2.3 Laminate - 3 mil UV Matte - Lamination

Part Qty: 1
Width: 14.00"
Height: 48.00"

3 Display Panels 3 $1,386.62 $4,159.87 $4,159.87

3.1 Miscellaneous - Sign

Part Qty: 1
Width: 20.00"
Height: 48.00"

Notes:
Front Panel 20" x 48" 1.5" thick
1/4" thick mounting plate (Base)

3.2 Vinyl - Calendered (Overlay) - Vinyl for Front Side of Sign

Part Qty: 1
Width: 20.00"
Height: 48.00"

Text: 
TBD

3.3 Laminate - 3 mil UV Matte - Lamination

Part Qty: 1
Width: 20.00"
Height: 48.00"

3.4 Miscellaneous - Header

Part Qty: 1
Width: 26.00"
Height: 6.00"

4 Delivery 1 $50.00 $0.00 $50.00

4.1 Delivery - 

Part Qty: 1

Notes:
Historic Ships in Baltimore
1417 Thames Street
Baltimore, MD 21231

Brian Auer
410-396-3453

Subtotal: $8,771.19
Taxable Amount: $0.00

Taxes: $0.00

Grand Total: $8,771.19

Due to the custom nature of our products and services all jobs are final.  No 
returns or refunds may be provided on properly processed and approved 
orders.

This estimate acknowledged, accepted and approved by:

__________________________________________________________

Print Name __________________________________________________  Date 
______________________

Generated On: 3/4/2021 11:36 AM Page  2 of 3 
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Signature: Date:

Generated On: 3/4/2021 11:36 AM Page  3 of 3 

312 W Lombard St  Baltimore, MD 21201 (410) 468-3278
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DISSASSOCIATED
A TArnished nAme And honorAble service

To disassociate the tarnished name of  Roger Taney from the honorable 
history of  the ship, in 2020 the museum ceased referring the the ship 
by her original name Taney and removed the name plate from 
the ship. Henceforth referred to by her hull number, the museum 
ship USCG Cutter 37 continues to preserve and honor the service of  
the ship and its crew to the people of  the United States.  All artifacts, 
records, historical references to the original ship name remain in place.  

During the 2010’s, national movements to advance inclusivity and racial 
equity within society gained momentum.  Frustrations with enduring 
signs of  inequality in American society came to the forefront of  national 
attention, and many organizations began to make efforts to be more 
inclusive of  historically oppressed Americans. the name of the ship 
began to overshadow its service record and was in danger of  
making the ship a target for controversy, rather than a memorial to her 
service and crew.  

The museum viewed the ship’s name as one of  its least significant 
attributes.  Future reference to the ship by its hull number does not erase 
it’s service name from the record, nor downplay the honor of  the crew 
who served aboard, and was thought by the museum to be the best way 
separate the honorable history of  the ship from the controversy of  her 
name without changing any history.  

In 2020, increasing calls for 
the removal of lingering sysmbols 
of racism gained national attention 

afer several high-profle incidents of 
percieved racial injustice

Honor by Mispronunciation

While the ship was in service, 
the crew knew Taney’s name 
carried some stigma, so some 
purposfully mispronounced the 
name as “tay-nee,”  (Roger Taney’s 
name is pronounced “taw-nee”), a 
tradition the museum continued.  
For many years, the ship, with her 
name mispronounced,  served as a 
museum without any controversy. 

2015

Riots erupt in Baltimore afer 
Freddie Gray dies in police custody

2017

Taney statue removed from MD 
Statehouse grounds. 

2020

Nationwide protests erupt afer 
George Floyd dies during arrest. 

2020

House of Representatives votes to 
remove bust of Taney from Capitol.

2020

Adm. Karl Shultz annouces USCG 
ban on Confederate imagery. 

Vitrine w/ revmoved name lettering 
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TARNISHED A LEGACY
RogeR B. Taney was a distinguished Maryland lawyer and judge before 
becoming the 11th Attorney General of  the United States (1831-1833) under 
President Jackson.  Jackson believed a national bank was “the great enemy of  
republicanism” and ordered his Treasury Secretary William J. Duane (also a 
Treasury Class Cutter) to authorize removal of  federal deposits from the national 
bank.  When Duane refused, Jackson fired him and gave Taney a recess 
appointment to that post.  As Treasury Secretary, Taney redistributed federal 
deposits to various state-run banks, ending the public role of  the national bank.  

Roger Brook Taney ca. 1855
Library of  Congress Image

“An eRRoneus Decision”
Even though he is otherwise respected and distinguished by historians as a lawyer and 
judge, Roger Taney is most well-known as the Chief  Justice of  the Supreme Court 
who wrote the majority opinion during the 1857 DReD scott cAse; a decision widely 
condemed, even in its own day.  Despite having freed his own inherited slaves and 
defending slaves in a case as a lawyer, Taney was an anti-abolitionist who believed that 
Africans were inferior. 

Taney, like many Americans in the antebellum period, believe Slavery was the natural 
condition of  the african race, and along with a majority of  the courts justices, believed 
that Constitutional rights did not apply to Africans.  The majority opinion on the case 
made three important decrees:
 

1.  Black people were not citizens and could never be citizens entitled to              
 constitutional rights. 
2.  Congress did not have the power to abolish it in territories, therefore the    
 MissouRi coMpRoMise of  1820 was unconsitutional, 
3.  A slave could not become free by spending time in free territory because he   
 was the property of  his owner’s and couldn’t been taken without due process.

Far from settling the slavery issue, the decision was widely condemed in the North 
and enflamed abolitionist sentiments.  Aside from moral implications, the decision 
voided established policital compromises which reignited conflicts that directly led to 
the Civil War 3 years later.  

A Decision ThAT

A Presidential Favorite

pResiDent AnDRew JAckson 
first appointed Roger Taney to 
be his AttoRney geneRAl. 
Seeing Taney as an ally, the 
President then appointed him 
as secRetARy of the tReAsuRy 
to help him end the national 
bank.  Appointed during a 
recess,  Congress rejected Taney 
when they returned.  

After the 1834 elections, 
pro-Jackson senators gained a majority and after 
Chief  Justice John Marshall died in 1835, Jackson 
nominated Taney to replace him.  The Senate 
confirmed Taney as chief Justice of the supReMe 
couRt in March, 1836.  

Andrew Jackson
7th US President 1829-1837

“When a strict interpretation of  the Constitution... is 
abandoned, and the theoretical opinions of  individuals 
are allowed to control its meaning, we no longer have a 
constitution; we are under the government of  individual 
men, who for the time being have the power to declare 
what the Constitution is, according to their own view 
of  what it ought to mean.”

~Justice Benjamin Curtis
March, 1857

Dissenting opinion on the Dred Scott ruling

Left Top: Dred Scott ca. 1857.  
Left Bottom: Benjamin Curtis ca.1868. 
Public Domain Images
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Project Budget
Honoring Social Justice: Roger B. Taney - The Judge, the Ship and the Historic Legacy

Applicant Match
Line Item

No. Work Item (Description) Grant Funds 
Applicant Cash

Match
Applicant In-kind

Match
Other Project

Costs
Total Project

Cost
1 Consultants (Int'nl Sites of Conscience) $0.00

2
Reivew of exhibit panel content, 1/2-day's
work. $750.00 $750.00

3 Planning & Report Writing, 1 day $1,500.00 $1,500.00
4 Conversation Facilitation, 2 days $3,000.00 $3,000.00
5 Volunteer Support $0.00

6
Community representatives (12 vols. x
$29.51x2 hoursx 4 days) $2,832.00 $2,832.00

7 Staff Time $0.00
8 Operations Director (8 wks 30% time) $918.00 $1,534.00 $2,452.00
9 Site manager (1wk 50% time) $432.00 $432.00

10 Executive Director (1 wk 20% time) $534.00 $534.00
11 Fabrication & Installation $0.00
12 Fabrication of signage $9,000.00 $9,000.00
13 Removal of existing signage $200.00 $200.00
14 Installation of extisting signage $300.00 $300.00
15 $0.00
16 $0.00
17 $0.00
18 $0.00
19 $0.00
20 $0.00
21 $0.00
22 $0.00
23 $0.00
24 $0.00
25 $0.00

TOTALS $9,000.00 $6,168.00 $2,832.00 $3,000.00 $21,000.00

Total Match $9,000.00

The MHAA non-cap Grant will fund the fabrication of the Exhibit signs.     Fabricating the signs is the most significant part of the
project, and also the largest expense which HSB is unable to cover without support.  

A large portion of the match will be in-kind volunteer hours from participation in our focus-group, viewpoint conversations
facilitated by our consultant, International Sites of Conscience (See proposal).  The remaining match includes the consultant fees,
for which HSB will seek funding from the BNHA Heritage Investment Grant.  Should we not receive that funding, HSB is prepared to
match MHAA funding with Staff costs and funds from our general operating budget.  

Volunteer Support includes participation in viewpoint-gathering conversations by a diverse group of representatives of the
project's various audiences, including representatives from the African American community, Military Veterans, Current Military,
Former Cutter 37 crewmembers, among others.  Our consultants International Sites of Conscience will facilitate these meetings.  (
See their proposal in the attached documents)

Staff costs include writing the content and working with our consultant with refinement and selection of the language.  Staff time
will also include participation and facilitation of viewpoint conversations with audience representatives. 
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Corporate Business
PNC Bank

For the Period 02/01/2021 to 02/28/2021 Primary Account Number: 55-5724-7783

Number of enclosures: 0

LIVING CLASSROOMS FOUNDATION INC For 24-hour banking sign on to

OPERATING ACCOUNT PNC Bank Online Banking on pnc.com

802 S CAROLINE ST FREE Online Bill Pay

BALTIMORE MD 21231-3332

For customer service call 1-800-669-1518

Monday - Friday: 7:30 AM - 8 PM ET

Saturday & Sunday: CLOSED

Para servicio en espanol, 1-877-BUS-BNKG

Moving? Please contact your local branch

Write to:  Customer Service

PO Box 609

Pittsburgh, PA  15230-9738

Visit us at PNC.com/treasury

TDD terminal: 1-800-531-1648

For hearing impaired clients only

Living Classrooms Foundation Inc

Operating AccountCorporate Business Summary
Account number:   55-5724-7783

Overdraft Protection has not been established for this account.

Please contact us if you would like to set up this service.

Balance Summary
Beginning

balance
Deposits and

other additions
Checks and other

deductions
Ending

balance

4,853,427.71 570,464.72 1,269,698.18 4,154,194.25

Deposits and Other Additions
Description Items Amount

Deposits 9 277,776.41

ACH Additions 21 292,555.72

Other Additions 4 132.59

Checks and Other Deductions
Description Items Amount

Checks 87 215,773.82

ACH Deductions 29 316,864.59

Other Deductions 64 737,059.77

Total 34 570,464.72 Total 180 1,269,698.18

Daily Balance
Date Ledger balance Date Ledger balance Date Ledger balance

02/01 4,814,880.88

02/02 4,813,213.71

02/03 4,734,546.22

02/04 4,476,516.04

02/05 4,511,969.92

02/08 4,573,009.38

02/09 4,569,936.15

02/10 4,565,022.75

02/11 4,544,356.68

02/12 4,488,794.92

02/16 4,389,786.71

02/17 4,377,587.15

02/18 4,135,347.09

02/19 4,198,226.52

02/22 4,168,006.08

02/23 4,298,997.93

02/24 4,313,363.91

02/25 4,284,624.31

02/26 4,154,194.25

Activity Detail
Deposits and Other Additions

Deposits
Date
posted Amount

Transaction
description

Reference
number

02/03 424.35 Remote Capture  1 074740747

02/05 28,993.72 Remote Capture  1 076674396

02/05 866.20 Deposit 052644367

Deposits continued on next page

Page 1 of 5
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Corporate Business
For 24-hour account information, sign-on to For the Period 02/01/2021 to 02/28/2021
pnc.com/mybusiness/ Living Classrooms Foundation Inc

Primary Account Number: 55-5724-7783

Corporate Business Account Number: 55-5724-7783 - continued

Deposits 	- continued

Date
posted Amount

Transaction
description

Reference
number

02/05 50,200.00 Remote Capture  1 077133563

02/08 120,009.31 Remote Capture  1 071423991

02/10 14,477.85 Remote Capture  1 074220976

02/12 6,785.17 Remote Capture  1 076534588

02/19 49,842.23 Remote Capture  1 074160629

02/24 6,177.58 Remote Capture  1 070847125

ACH Additions
Date
posted Amount

Transaction
description

Reference
number

02/02 18,722.60 Corporate ACH EFT Trnsfr 00021032004047095

St. Vendor Pmts. 506811360

02/03 2,808.52 Corporate ACH Bb Merchan 00021033005423638

24684-1 St-D3Z9L3I3C2R5

02/08 10,000.00 Corporate ACH Ap Payment 00021039002741329

Carefirst Of MD 2260168656

02/08 75.00 Corporate ACH Deposit 00021039004425434

Fiserv Merchant 430135235372899

02/10 11,711.88 Corporate ACH Bb Merchan 00021040011982765

24684-1 St-Z7T5C2M1F1D2

02/11 18,518.09 Corporate ACH Payables City Of Baltimor 548801 00021041007937551

02/11 9,692.07 Corporate ACH EFT Trnsfr 00021040011906888

St. Vendor Pmts. 506821891

02/16 2,641.68 Corporate ACH Uwcm EFT 00021047010351225

United Way Of Ce 52-1369524

02/18 3,781.37 Corporate ACH Bb Merchan 00021048005106878

24684-1 St-C9F4E5R4H7L8

02/19 16,806.45 Corporate ACH EFT Trnsfr 00021048005014663

St. Vendor Pmts. 506833653

02/22 4,571.49 Corporate ACH Soarach 00021050001597513

Dc-D.C. Governme 109001361470Ka4

02/22 25.00 Corporate ACH Cybergrant 00021050004157062

Cybergrants-Cafa Ach_2432409

02/22 184.99 Corporate ACH Amazonsmil 00021053006279612

Amznch6V0Mdf 2Js9Dufn4Bfcner

02/23 149,669.78 Corporate ACH EFT Trnsfr 00021053005895472

St. Vendor Pmts. 506838372

02/23 1,531.94 ACH Credit Brokerage 00021054004204383

Raymond James & 447Wc08300021

02/24 11,704.39 Corporate ACH Grant Pay Asap 022421D0000149 00021055011813895

02/25 1,603.83 Corporate ACH Uwcm EFT 00021055013446698

United Way Of Ce 52-1369524

02/25 167.08 Corporate ACH Uwcm EFT 00021055013446674

United Way Of Ce 52-1369524

02/25 681.05 Corporate ACH Bb Merchan 00021055013307576

24684-1 St-I4X5B0D3P2A9

02/26 24,222.91 Corporate ACH EFT Trnsfr 00021055013211671

St. Vendor Pmts. 506842240

ACH Additions continued on next page

Page 2 of 5
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Corporate Business
For 24-hour account information, sign-on to For the Period 02/01/2021 to 02/28/2021
pnc.com/mybusiness/ Living Classrooms Foundation Inc

Primary Account Number: 55-5724-7783

Corporate Business Account Number: 55-5724-7783 - continued

ACH Additions 	- continued

Date
posted Amount

Transaction
description

Reference
number

02/26 3,435.60 Corporate ACH Trade Pay 00021056007575838

Johns Hopkins Ap 0002006442503

Other Additions
Date
posted Amount

Transaction
description

Reference
number

02/03 18.36 Funds Transfer From Acct 5557247871 I-GEN121020300008423

02/18 97.21 Funds Transfer From Acct 5557247871 I-GEN121021800007955

02/22 16.92 Funds Transfer From Acct 5557247871 I-GEN121022200008950

02/22 .10 Funds Transfer From Acct 5557247898 I-GEN121022200008952

Checks and Other Deductions

Checks and Substitute Checks * Gap in check sequence

Date
posted

Check
number Amount

Reference
number

Date
posted

Check
number Amount

Reference
number

Date
posted

Check
number Amount

Reference
number

02/01 Sum. 3 4,750.22 Summary

02/02 Sum. 2 5,527.19 Summary

02/03 Sum. 1 81,690.00 Summary

02/04 Sum. 6 5,915.46 Summary

02/05 Sum. 6 6,512.78 Summary

02/08 Sum. 6 36,685.04 Summary

02/09 Sum. 2 148.05 Summary

02/10 Sum. 8 2,738.10 Summary

02/11 Sum. 8 39,386.57 Summary

02/12 Sum. 5 8,067.60 Summary

02/16 Sum. 13 7,330.41 Summary

02/17 Sum. 4 1,477.97 Summary

02/18 Sum. 6 1,420.97 Summary

02/19 Sum. 3 2,038.38 Summary

02/22 Sum. 1 2,000.00 Summary

02/23 Sum. 3 4,779.75 Summary

02/24 Sum. 6 2,504.71 Summary

02/25 Sum. 4 2,800.62 Summary

ACH Deductions
Date
posted Amount

Transaction
description

Reference
number

02/01 102.74 ACH Debit Billpay 00021032004360549

Baltimore Gas An Baltimore Gas A

02/02 262.72 ACH Debit Billpay 00021032010911550

Baltimore Gas An Baltimore Gas A

02/03 137.29 Corporate ACH Fee 00021033005290905

Fiserv Merchant 430135235372899

02/04 4,107.52 ACH Tel-Single Reqst Tel 00021034013024620

Northwestern Mu 9447725-01

02/04 2,047.03 ACH Web-Recur 4105526580 Teltek Systems, 00021035003912560

02/05 54.90 ACH Debit Billpay 00021036008173013

Baltimore Gas An Baltimore Gas A

02/05 44.57 ACH Debit Billpay 00021036008173196

Baltimore Gas An Baltimore Gas A

02/05 31.63 ACH Debit Billpay 00021036008172958

Baltimore Gas An Baltimore Gas A

02/12 48,524.19 Corporate ACH Online Pmt 00021042013423691

Bk Of Amer VI/Mc Ckf631185360POS

02/16 64,679.85 Corporate ACH Payment Kelly & Associat 94531 00021047010336762

02/16 27,176.97 Corporate ACH ACH Pmt 00021047010603948

Amex Epayment Cop000004711697

02/16 1,476.81 ACH Web-Single Online Pmt 00021047010438568

Home Depot Comm 130352861498515

02/16 407.86 ACH Web-Single Vz Billpay Verizon 5536001440001 00021047015912119

02/17 8,326.88 ACH Tel-Single Reqst Tel 00021047019299343

Northwestern Mu 9447725-01

02/22 1,853.82 ACH Debit Billpay 00021053006150436

Baltimore Gas An Baltimore Gas A

02/22 982.65 ACH Debit Billpay 00021053006150432

Baltimore Gas An Baltimore Gas A

ACH Deductions continued on next page

Page 3 of 5
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Corporate Business
For 24-hour account information, sign-on to For the Period 02/01/2021 to 02/28/2021
pnc.com/mybusiness/ Living Classrooms Foundation Inc

Primary Account Number: 55-5724-7783

Corporate Business Account Number: 55-5724-7783 - continued

ACH Deductions 	- continued

Date
posted Amount

Transaction
description

Reference
number

02/22 15.89 ACH Debit Billpay 00021053006150437

Baltimore Gas An Baltimore Gas A

02/22 165.15 ACH Web-Single Vz Billpay Verizon 6504580030001 00021053009507320

02/23 1,419.00 ACH Debit Billpay 00021053012019527

Baltimore Gas An Baltimore Gas A

02/23 1,100.30 ACH Debit Billpay 00021053012019152

Baltimore Gas An Baltimore Gas A

02/23 480.63 ACH Debit Billpay 00021053012019174

Baltimore Gas An Baltimore Gas A

02/23 377.92 ACH Debit Billpay 00021053012019199

Baltimore Gas An Baltimore Gas A

02/23 20.45 ACH Debit Billpay 00021053012019268

Baltimore Gas An Baltimore Gas A

02/23 14.98 ACH Debit Billpay 00021053012019283

Baltimore Gas An Baltimore Gas A

02/23 12.65 ACH Debit Billpay 00021053012019163

Baltimore Gas An Baltimore Gas A

02/23 12.65 ACH Debit Billpay 00021053012019193

Baltimore Gas An Baltimore Gas A

02/25 1,297.80 ACH Tel-Single Excs/Srpls 00021056005746547

Csu Producer Res 5311076

02/26 151,613.81 ACH Tel-Single Reqst Tel 00021057010756308

Northwestern Mu 9447725-01

02/26 115.93 ACH Debit Billpay 00021057010802574

Baltimore Gas An Baltimore Gas A

Other Deductions
Date
posted Amount

Transaction
description

Reference
number

02/01 1,554.38 Funds Transfer To   Acct 5557247855 I-GEN121020100002116

02/01 100.00 Funds Transfer To   Acct 5557247863 I-GEN121020100002118

02/01 32,000.00 Funds Transfer To   Acct 5557247871 I-GEN121020100002120

02/01 39.49 Funds Transfer To   Acct 5557247919 I-GEN121020100002122

02/02 14,599.86 Funds Transfer To   Acct 5557247855 I-GEN121020200004555

02/03 29.89 Funds Transfer To   Acct 5557247855 I-GEN121020300008421

02/03 61.54 Funds Transfer To   Acct 5557249957 I-GEN121020300008429

02/04 243,701.53 Funds Transfer To   Acct 5557247855 I-GEN121020400006781

02/04 1,589.75 Funds Transfer To   Acct 5557247863 I-GEN121020400006783

02/04 157.04 Funds Transfer To   Acct 5557247871 I-GEN121020400006785

02/04 58.16 Funds Transfer To   Acct 5557247898 I-GEN121020400006787

02/04 453.69 Funds Transfer To   Acct 5557247919 I-GEN121020400006789

02/05 5,230.07 Funds Transfer To   Acct 5557247855 I-GEN121020500007522

02/05 204.30 Funds Transfer To   Acct 5557247863 I-GEN121020500007524

02/05 2,521.95 Funds Transfer To   Acct 5557247871 I-GEN121020500007526

02/05 16.25 Funds Transfer To   Acct 5557247898 I-GEN121020500007528

02/05 28,989.59 Funds Transfer To   Acct 5557247919 I-GEN121020500007530

02/05 1,000.00 Funds Transfer To   Acct 5557249957 I-GEN121020500007536

02/08 31,478.15 Funds Transfer To   Acct 5557247855 I-GEN121020800007586

Other Deductions continued on next page

Page 4 of 5
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Corporate Business
For 24-hour account information, sign-on to For the Period 02/01/2021 to 02/28/2021
pnc.com/mybusiness/ Living Classrooms Foundation Inc

Primary Account Number: 55-5724-7783

Corporate Business Account Number: 55-5724-7783 - continued

Other Deductions 	- continued

Date
posted Amount

Transaction
description

Reference
number

02/08 628.00 Funds Transfer To   Acct 5557247863 I-GEN121020800007588

02/08 253.66 Funds Transfer To   Acct 5557247919 I-GEN121020800007590

02/09 2,247.94 Funds Transfer To   Acct 5557247855 I-GEN121020900008096

02/09 358.22 Funds Transfer To   Acct 5557247863 I-GEN121020900008098

02/09 319.02 Funds Transfer To   Acct 5557247919 I-GEN121020900008100

02/10 323.11 Funds Transfer To   Acct 5557247871 I-GEN121021000007290

02/10 469.92 Funds Transfer To   Acct 5557247919 I-GEN121021000007292

02/10 27,572.00 Funds Transfer To   Acct 5557249957 I-GEN121021000007296

02/11 6,200.00 Funds Transfer To   Acct 5557247791 I-GEN121021100007935

02/11 2,221.97 Funds Transfer To   Acct 5557247855 I-GEN121021100007937

02/11 126.25 Funds Transfer To   Acct 5557247863 I-GEN121021100007939

02/11 223.66 Funds Transfer To   Acct 5557247871 I-GEN121021100007941

02/11 279.89 Funds Transfer To   Acct 5557247919 I-GEN121021100007943

02/11 437.89 Funds Transfer To   Acct 5557249957 I-GEN121021100007949

02/12 1,030.25 Funds Transfer To   Acct 5557247855 I-GEN121021200008309

02/12 741.96 Funds Transfer To   Acct 5557247863 I-GEN121021200008311

02/12 2,944.00 Funds Transfer To   Acct 5557247871 I-GEN121021200008313

02/12 1,038.93 Funds Transfer To   Acct 5557247919 I-GEN121021200008315

02/16 48.18 Funds Transfer To   Acct 5557247855 I-GEN121021600009233

02/16 529.81 Funds Transfer To   Acct 5557247863 I-GEN121021600009235

02/17 78.11 Funds Transfer To   Acct 5557247855 I-GEN121021700014322

02/17 1,875.00 Funds Transfer To   Acct 5557247863 I-GEN121021700014324

02/17 441.60 Funds Transfer To   Acct 5557247871 I-GEN121021700014326

02/18 241,902.14 Funds Transfer To   Acct 5557247855 I-GEN121021800007951

02/18 2,000.00 Funds Transfer To   Acct 5557247863 I-GEN121021800007953

02/18 175.00 Funds Transfer To   Acct 5557247919 I-GEN121021800007957

02/18 620.53 Funds Transfer To   Acct 5557249957 I-GEN121021800007961

02/19 1,303.80 Funds Transfer To   Acct 5557247855 I-GEN121021900007688

02/19 319.10 Funds Transfer To   Acct 5557247871 I-GEN121021900007690

02/19 107.97 Funds Transfer To   Acct 5557247919 I-GEN121021900007692

02/22 93.50 Funds Transfer To   Acct 5557247804 I-GEN121022200008944

02/22 28,934.59 Funds Transfer To   Acct 5557247855 I-GEN121022200008946

02/22 973.34 Funds Transfer To   Acct 5557247863 I-GEN121022200008948

02/23 3,053.51 Funds Transfer To   Acct 5557247855 I-GEN121022300007395

02/23 2,039.33 Funds Transfer To   Acct 5557247863 I-GEN121022300007397

02/23 3,320.04 Funds Transfer To   Acct 5557247871 I-GEN121022300007399

02/23 3,578.66 Funds Transfer To   Acct 5557247919 I-GEN121022300007401

02/24 479.90 Funds Transfer To   Acct 5557247855 I-GEN121022400007758

02/24 40.55 Funds Transfer To   Acct 5557247863 I-GEN121022400007760

02/24 490.83 Funds Transfer To   Acct 5557249957 I-GEN121022400007762

02/25 1,877.09 Funds Transfer To   Acct 5557247855 I-GEN121022500007314

02/25 2,054.15 Funds Transfer To   Acct 5557247871 I-GEN121022500007316

02/25 23,161.90 Funds Transfer To   Acct 5557247919 I-GEN121022500007318

02/26 2,608.44 Corporate Account Analysis Charge 0000000000000022291

02/26 3,750.39 Funds Transfer To   Acct 5557247855 I-GEN121022600028834

Member FDIC Equal Housing Lender

Page 5 of 5
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Requested By: Brian Auer
Email: bauer@historicships.org

Work Phone: (410) 396-3453

Salesperson: Glenn Szymanski
Email: glenn.szymanski@fastsigns.com

NO. Product Summary QTY UNIT PRICE TAXABLE AMOUNT

1 Display Panel 1 (Front Face) 2 $469.06 $938.13 $938.13

1.1 Miscellaneous - Sign

Part Qty: 1
Width: 18.00"
Height: 48.06"

Notes:
Front Panel 18"w x 48.06"h x 1"thick
1/4" thick mounting plate (Base)
Side Mount 6" x 12"x 1"thick

1.2 Vinyl - Calendered (Overlay) - Vinyl for Front Side of Sign

Part Qty: 1
Width: 18.00"
Height: 48.06"

Text: 
TBD

1.3 Laminate - 3 mil UV Matte - Lamination

Part Qty: 1
Width: 18.00"
Height: 48.06"

2 Display Panels 3 $1,087.73 $3,263.19 $3,263.19

2.1 Miscellaneous - Sign

Part Qty: 1
Width: 14.00"
Height: 48.00"

Notes:
Front Panel 14" x 48" 1.5"thick
1/4" tick mounting plate (Base)

Bill To: Historic Ships In Baltimore
301 E PRATT ST # 1
Baltimore, MD 21202
US

Delivered: Historic Ships In Baltimore
301 E PRATT ST # 1
Baltimore, MD 21202
US

DESCRIPTION: Exhibit Display Panels

ESTIMATE
591E-28296

PO Number: 
Payment Terms: Cash Customer

More than fast. More than signs. ®
fastsigns.com/591

Created Date: 3/4/2021

Generated On: 3/4/2021 11:36 AM Page  1 of 3 
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2.2 Vinyl - Calendered (Overlay) - Vinyl for Front Side of Sign

Part Qty: 1
Width: 14.00"
Height: 48.00"

Text: 
TBD

2.3 Laminate - 3 mil UV Matte - Lamination

Part Qty: 1
Width: 14.00"
Height: 48.00"

3 Display Panels 3 $1,386.62 $4,159.87 $4,159.87

3.1 Miscellaneous - Sign

Part Qty: 1
Width: 20.00"
Height: 48.00"

Notes:
Front Panel 20" x 48" 1.5" thick
1/4" thick mounting plate (Base)

3.2 Vinyl - Calendered (Overlay) - Vinyl for Front Side of Sign

Part Qty: 1
Width: 20.00"
Height: 48.00"

Text: 
TBD

3.3 Laminate - 3 mil UV Matte - Lamination

Part Qty: 1
Width: 20.00"
Height: 48.00"

3.4 Miscellaneous - Header

Part Qty: 1
Width: 26.00"
Height: 6.00"

4 Delivery 1 $50.00 $0.00 $50.00

4.1 Delivery - 

Part Qty: 1

Notes:
Historic Ships in Baltimore
1417 Thames Street
Baltimore, MD 21231

Brian Auer
410-396-3453

Subtotal: $8,771.19
Taxable Amount: $0.00

Taxes: $0.00

Grand Total: $8,771.19

Due to the custom nature of our products and services all jobs are final.  No 
returns or refunds may be provided on properly processed and approved 
orders.

This estimate acknowledged, accepted and approved by:

__________________________________________________________

Print Name __________________________________________________  Date 
______________________

Generated On: 3/4/2021 11:36 AM Page  2 of 3 
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Signature: Date:

Generated On: 3/4/2021 11:36 AM Page  3 of 3 

312 W Lombard St  Baltimore, MD 21201 (410) 468-3278
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BRADEN PAYNTER
DIRECTOR, METHODOLOGY AND PRACTICE

SPECIALIZATIONS

Dialogue Facilitation

Community-Based

Memorialization

Interpretative Planning

Exhibit Consultation

SELECT PROJECT EXPERIENCE

Braden volunteers for the Journal of Museum

Education and has been published in Landscapes of

Violence, Smithsonian Institution and The Public

Historian. 

 

Based in Vemont, USA.

Cell: +1.646 856.9413

bpaynter@sitesofconscience.org

Over the course of three years Braden worked with CTL to build an institutional culture of

dialogue and engagement. In particular the work focused on aligning the programming more

closely with community needs and site topics of LGBTQ history, confronting the Holocaust,

slavery, race, and challenges for military veterans. The collaboration has included trainings ajnd

train the trainer sessions, the development of new resources, and staff mentorship.

CONNECTICUT LANDMARKS, CT,  USA

Braden leads the Coalitions' Methodology and Practice team, making sure that sites around the world

have the information, skills, and relationships they need to excel at their work. He leads trainings and

consultations in dialogue, DEAI, public program planning and development, anniversaries,

memorialization, community engagement, and engaging with power and history. He creates and

moderates many of the Coalition's webinars to facilitate greater collaboration between members. His

background is in parks and historic sites.

NIAGARA FALLS UNDERGROUND RAIL ROAD HERITAGE AREA, NY,  USA
The Coalition is working with key stakeholders in the public presentation of Seneca, Tuscarora

and other indigenous histories and cultures in the Niagara Falls area, to reconcile past grievances,

build more trusting relationships, share information across organizations and collaboratively plan

the decolonization, both internal and external, of four historic sites.

Over an eight-month period, the Coalition worked with the community on a three-phase

initiative that 1) assessed the stories that the community was telling about African American

history and the slave auction block located in town; 2) facilitated design sessions to imagine how

the slave auction block might be further interpreted; and 3) brought the community together for

public dialogues on major themes that were revealed during the first two phases of the initiative. 

CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG, VA,  USA

OVERVIEW
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DINA BAILEY
SENIOR DIRECTOR, METHODOLOGY AND PRACTICE

Linda Norris
SENIOR SPECIALIST
METHODOLOGY AND PRACTICE

SPECIALIZATIONS

Exhibition Development

Interpretive Planning

Museums and Creative Practice

Community Engagement

OVERVIEW
Linda brings deep experience to capacity-building efforts.  As Senior Specialist in Methodology

and Practice, she works to grow the expertise of members and others and develops strategic

initiatives and partnerships. She has spearheaded the revitalization of Maison des Esclaves, an

innovative digital mapping project in the Middle East and a series of webinars on the

memorialization of Indigenous women in New York State. Before joining the Coalition in 2017,

 Linda was an independent museum consultant and brought her curiosity and passion to

transformative. award-winning work with museums, historic sites, and other clients. 

Based in New York, USA

Cell: +1.607.287.8418

lnorris@sitesofconscience.org

 

Linda is the lead on a major IMLS-supported project that brings together ten US-based Sites of

Conscience to build skills around addressing community trauma and support each organization in

developing innovative projects that address those issues.

COUNTERING STORIES OF INEQUALITY,  2020-2022

CREATIVE PRACTICE EXPERT, ONGOING 

Linda was the lead interpretive consultant for the reinterpretation of Stowe's home to directly connect

Stowe's writing of Uncle Tom's Cabin to contemporary issues and to encourage each visitor to make a

difference on issues that matter to them. She facilitated community focus groups, lead interpretive team

meetings, worked with staff to shape interpretive strategies for each room of the home, and conducted

and evaluated prototype experiences.

HARRIET BEECHER STOWE CENTER RE-INTERPRETATION, 2013-2016

SELECT PROJECT EXPERIENCE 

L inda  serves  as  an  ad junct  ins t ructor  in  the  Johns
Hopk ins  Univers i ty ’s  on l ine  Museum Stud ies

Program and Cul tura l  Her i tage  Programs,   teach ing
courses  on communi ty  engagement .

Linda is an industry leader in facilitating conversation and action surrounding the ways creativity can

transform museums, shape more compelling narratives and create deeper, more inclusive community

connections. She is the co-author of "Creativity in Museum Practice" and blogs at The Uncataloged

Museum. Linda has facilitated creative practice workshops for organizations such as Mystic Seaport,

the Asian Art Museum (San Francisco), and the Ohio History Connection. Internationally, the United

States Embassies in Ukraine, Albania and Romania have supported her creative practice workshops.
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Captain Christopher Rowsom 

606 West Ring Factory Road Bel Air, MD 21015 
410-952-7008 

crowsom@historicships.org 
csrowsom1@verizon.net 

 
Vice President, Heritage Programs, Living Classrooms Foundation April, 2011 to Present 
 

Executive Director, Historic Ships in Baltimore 
December, 1998 to Present 

 
Fleet Captain, Living Classrooms Foundation 
January, 1996 to December, 1998 
Supervising the operations and maintenance of the LCF fleet of historic ships 
 
Captain, Schooner Lady Maryland 
Living Classrooms Foundation, January, 1987 to December, 1995 Chesapeake Bay, US East Coast, Great 
Lakes 
Sail Training and Environmental Education 

 
Captain, Schooner Sylvina W. Beale 
Casco Bay Cruises, September to October, 1986 Casco Bay, Maine, Passenger Trade 

 
Captain, Schooner Appledore II Southampton College, March to May, 
1986 US Virgin Islands to Sag Harbor, NY 
Sail Training and Navigation Instructor, Southampton College SEAmester Program 

 
Shipwright, Schooner Lady Maryland Building Crew 
Lady Maryland Foundation, October, 1985 to June, 1986 

 
Chief Mate, Schooner Western Union  VisionQuest, Inc., December, 1984 to 
February, 1985 US East Coast, Bahamas 
Sail Training with Adjudicated Youth 

 
Senior Deckhand to Chief Mate, Schooner Pride of Baltimore 
Pride of Baltimore, Inc., October, 1981 to September, 1985 
Caribbean Sea, Gulf of Mexico, US and Canada West and East Coast, St. Lawrence Seaway, Transatlantic to Europe, the 
Baltic Sea. 
Sailing Ambassador for the City of Baltimore 
 
Chief Mate, Schooner Mercantile 
Maine Windjammer Cruises, June to September, 1981 Waters of Penobscot Bay, Maine, 
Passenger Trade              Chief Mate, Schooner Rachel and Ebenezer 
East End Packet Company, November, 1979 to May, 1981 
Four transits to and from US Virgin Islands, sailing the waters of the Caribbean Sea, Atlantic Ocean, Southern New England, 
Passenger Trade and Sail Training 
 
Other Interests and Qualifications: 
US Coast Guard Merchant Mariner’s License, 100 Ton, Near Coastal  
Board Member – Tall Ships America, 1997 to present 

• Chairman, 2002 
• Commodore’s Council, 2003 to present 
• Secretary, 2005 to present 

Past President, current Secretary, Greater Baltimore History Alliance  
Board Member, Baltimore National Heritage Area 
2007 – 2010 Board Member, Bel Air Historic Preservation Commission, Bel Air, MD 

 
Education 
Hobart College, 2 Years 
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FY 2022 MHAA Non-Capital Grant Application
Instructions

FY2022 MARYLAND HERITAGE AREAS PROGRAM NON-CAPITAL
GRANT APPLICATION

Application Deadline (online submission):
11:59 pm on your local heritage area's deadline (see page 18 of the Grant

Guidelines).

The Maryland Heritage Areas Program Non-Capital Grant promotes
planning, interpretation and programming projects that support and create
heritage tourism infrastructure within the 13 Certified Heritage Areas.

Please read the following instructions before beginning your
application:

• This grant application is for non-capital projects, rather than capital,
or construction activities.

• Funds awarded in this application round will be available no sooner than
July 8, 2021.

• Please review the program guidelines before beginning your grant
application. The guidelines contain important information about grant
amounts, project selection criteria, matching requirements, eligible
costs, eligible applicants, and project timeline.

• We strongly recommend that you contact your local heritage area
staff before applying to be sure your project is eligible and to obtain
appropriate guidance.

• The grant application must be submitted online with all attachments by
11:59 p.m. on your local heritage area's deadline (see the Grant
Guidelines).

• Please note that all questions with a red asterisk (*) require answers.
You will not be allowed to submit your application without first
answering these questions, or uploading the required documents.

• When you have submitted your application successfully, you will see a
confirmation message on the screen, and you will receive a confirmation
e-mail.

Notes on completing the online application:

• Please review the "Quick Start" guide available HERE before beginning
your grant application. This document will give you valuable tips on how
to use the online application system. A video about how to use this
online system is available HERE.

• For assistance with the online application process, please contact
andrew.arvizu@maryland.gov

• To request accommodations for individuals with disabilities, please
contact Ennis Smith at ennis.smith@maryland.gov or 410-697-9555. We
will do our best to provide alternative forms of application materials and
resources.

MHAA Program Areas of Focus

583/8/2021
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MHAA has three main areas of focus. Please make sure that your
application addresses how your projects aligns with these three
areas:

• Developing Heritage Tourism Product
• Building Partnerships
• Sustaining Regional Identity

You can find more about the areas of focus and the overall goals of the
Maryland Heritage Areas Program in our strategic plan, which can be found
HERE.

Overview
Organization Name
Historic Ships in Baltimore

Grant Project Title
The project title should refer to the property and specific activity for which
funding is being requested.
Exhibit Covering Coast Guard Gutter 37 name removal.

Acknowledgement
Please click this box to indicate that you have read and understand
the guidelines, available HERE.
Yes

Project Design

Project Design
Grant Project Summary and Importance
Briefly describe the work that this grant (and matching funds) will support,
what impact this project will have, and why this project is urgent. This
description will be used to introduce the review panel to your project. (Word
limit: 150)
This grant will support the fabrication of new interpretive signage aboard the
US Coast Guard Cutter 37 and Inner Harbor Promenade. The new exhibit will
interpret and tell the story of the Ship’s original name, its context, and the
recent decision to remove it.

The name "Taney" was removed from CGC-37 following removal of other
Maryland Taney statues in an effort to disassociate the tarnished reputation
of her namesake, Roger B. Taney, from the honorable service of the ship and
crew to the United States. This action was taken without announcement or
input from our audiences or community which generated misinformation,
backlash, but also support from diverse constituents .

This project will give space for different voices to be heard on the decision
and the context presented. We believe it's a textbook example of the proper
role of a museum in interpreting the past in the context of the present.
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Comprehensive Project Description
Describe the overall project, including past and future phases of work as well
as work funded through other sources. (Word limit: 300)
In 2020, we completed a major drydocking of the Baltimore City-owned
USCGC WHEC-37 (X-TANEY) for hull repairs. Also, in response to calls for
removal of symbols of racial injustice and renewed efforts to give voice to
underrepresented demographics, the Boards of HSB and Living Classrooms
Foundation voted to remove the name "Taney" from the ship. Without
community input or media announcement, work quickly and quietly finished
on removing the name plates from the ship in July 2020. It was done quickly
partly to protect the ship from becoming a vandalism target during the civil
unrest occurring across the nation that summer. Rather than assign a new
name, the ship will be known by her hull number; USCG Cutter WHEC-37.

To assuage these changes, which were made without input from the
community, our next objective is initiating this project to update our "ship's
history" exhibit aboard the ship to include the story of the name removal, its
context, and the diverse reactions. This phase of project will fulfil both our
mission to tell the ship's story and promises we made during the aftermath
publicity to create a space for differing voices regarding the decision. We will
partner with the International Sites of Conscience organization to develop
content in the most inclusive language possible, and they will help us
convene a discussion with members of our diverse audiences, included local
residents, African American community members, Current Coast Guard
representatives, and Veterans and former crew of the ship where each group
can express their voice in reaction to the decision. We will then incorporate
these voices into the exhibit. Once we develop the content and design for the
new signage, we will also revamp the existing, disparate parts of the ship's
history exhibit to match the new display in a cohesive story.
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What will be the results of this project? What tangible and intangible
deliverables do you anticipate?
For tangible deliverables, specify the anticipated number of products, i.e. 12
restored windows, 1,500 square feet of exhibits, 5,000 brochures; for
intangible deliverables, provide estimates, i.e. 500 new visitors, 150 new
interactions with the public, 750 additional page views on your website.
8 updated interpretive panels: 1 new panel to consolidate currently scattered
displays about the ship's construction and original
naming convention.
7 redesigned and updated panels showing the ship's history in timeline
format.

3-4 new interpretive panels highlighting the name removal, a background of
Roger Taney and why he is considered divisive, and
community thoughts and reactions to the ship name and its removal.

A formal gathering, in-person, or virtual where our various audiences can
offer their thoughts and reactions to the decision. In other words, a venue
through which they can air their support or grievances directly to us and we
can respond to them and record them for posterity and possible inclusion in
the exhibit itself.

Key Steps and Timeline
List the steps you will take to complete the project, and projected dates
when you will do them. Include other phases (identified as outside the grant
period) if applicable. Remember that the work funded by this grant and
match may not start prior to July 8, 2021 and should be completed no more
than two years from the project start date.
New Content Generation Phase, July-September 2021
HSB operations director will draft content for the new signage covering the
name removal decision, background of Roger Taney and controversies
associated with him. International Sites of Conscience (ISoC) will consult and
advise regarding the language and context of this content. ISoC will also
organize meetings with various audiences mentioned above to gather input,
viewpoints and voices of the various groups for inclusion into the content.
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One gathered, Operations director will draft content for Interpretive panel
covering voices and reactions to the name removal.

Design and Updating Phase, August-October 2021
The fabricator and HSB operations director will develop new, contemporary
design for the new interpretive panels based on existing concepts and
tweaking as new information becomes available from Content Generation
Phase. They will also redesign the existing interpretive panels, updating
where necessary, and incorporating styling and layout of the new panels. The
fabricator will consult about fabrication possibilities, ideas, and needs.

Fabrication and Installation Phase, October-November 2021
Fabricator will construct and deliver new exhibit displays. HSB will remove
old signage from the exhibit space and prep are for installation. Once
delivered, fabricator or HSB will install the new signage.

Exhibit is officially unveiled during annual Pearl Harbor Commemoration in
December 2021.

Budget

Project Budget

• The project budget is an important aspect of your grant
application, and it is necessary for you to review the grant
guidelines in order to fill out your budget correctly.

• Please note that ALL applicants are REQUIRED to provide a
dollar-for-dollar match to the grant, using any combination of
cash and in-kind match sources.

• All match MUST be from non-state sources and must be
expended during the grant period, which will commence no
earlier than July 8, 2021.

• Before completing the budget fields below on this page,
complete your detailed budget using the Excel spreadsheet
which you can download and complete by clicking HERE.You
must use this form.

• You will use the numbers from the Excel spreadsheet to fill out
the fields below, on this page.

• For a sample budget, please see page 19-21 of the FY 2022
MHAA Grant Guidelines for Project Grants.

Detailed Project Budget
Provide a detailed project budget, showing how the grant funds and
match will be expended. The required form is available HERE.
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Once you have completed the project budget, upload it here as an
Excel file.
Remember, the more detail and line items you can include, the
better. Please do not upload a budget with just one line item. Break
it down into specific deliverables and costs.
Grants_MHAA_2021_BudgetDetail.xls

Grant Funds Requested
Grant Funds Requested
The maximum amount you can request for an MHAA Capital Grant project is
$100,000.
The minimum is $5,000.
Round up to the nearest dollar.
The amount you request will be dependent on how much match you will be
able to provide.
9000

Matching Funds
Total Required Match (non-state sources)
What is the dollar value of the match funds (cash and in-kind) that your
organization will provide for your required match?
Please note that your organization must match MHAA funds dollar-for-dollar.
This means if you request a $5,000 grant, your organization must commit to
spending an additional $5,000 on the project using non-state sources of
funds.
This match may be "in-kind," meaning it may consist of volunteer hours you
plan to spend on the project (currently valued at $29.51 per hour) and the
documented value of donated services and materials.
All match must be spent after the grant is awarded.
9000

Other Project Costs (non-state sources)
Many projects cost far more than the requested amount and the required
match. In order to understand the full cost of the project, we ask that you
list the additional project costs as well. So if the total project is going to cost
$200,000, and you are requesting a grant of $50,000, with a proposed
$50,000 match, the Other Project Costs would be $100,000.
Leveraging more than the required one-to-one match is NOT a
requirement and will not mean that your project is more likely to be
funded.
3000.00

Upload documentation of your match here.
If you have documentation showing that your match is in-hand or
committed, please upload that here.
statement_5557247783_2021-02-28 (002).pdf
List the source(s) of all non-state matching funds you are including
in your proposed project costs. Please indicate if the funds and
support are in-hand, committed, or not yet available.
We plan to apply for a BNHA Heritage Investment Grant to cover the
consultant expenses and unforeseen expenses. These funds are not yet
available, but the grant opportunity will open in Spring 2021, and
announcement of the award will come around the same time as this MHAA
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grant. We will seek funding from other public and private sources to cover
the cost of this project.

Total State Funds Already Committed
Please note that any Maryland state funds committed to your project should
not be included in your total match and leverage listed above.
List them separately here, and make sure they are in the "Other Projects
Costs" column of your attached budget.
0

Describe any state funds that are already committed for this project.
Other state funds may not be part of the match for this grant, but they may
be a significant source of other funds for your project.

Budget Comments
Provide any additional details about your budget line items that you
would like share with grant reviewers.
The MHAA non-cap Grant will fund the fabrication of the Exhibit signs.
Fabricating the signs is the most significant part of the project, and also the
largest expense which HSB is unable to cover without support.

A large portion of the match will be in-kind volunteer hours from participation
in our focus-group, viewpoint conversations facilitated by our consultant,
International Sites of Conscience (See proposal). The remaining match
includes the consultant fees, for which HSB will seek funding from the BNHA
Heritage Investment Grant and other public and private sources.

Volunteer Support includes participation in viewpoint-gathering conversations
by a diverse group of representatives of the project's various audiences,
including representatives from the African American community, Military
Veterans, Current Military, Former Cutter 37 crewmembers, among others.
Our consultants International Sites of Conscience will facilitate these
meetings. ( See their proposal in the attached documents)

Staff costs include writing the content and working with our consultant with
refinement and selection of the language. Staff time will also include
participation and facilitation of viewpoint conversations with audience
representatives.
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Please upload any supporting documentation for your budget (e.g.
estimates, correspondence containing pricing options, list prices for
items described in the budget).
If you need to upload multiple documents, you can upload the first document
here, and any others on the Attachments page.
Fabricator Estimate_VER_1.pdf

Ongoing Maintenance
How will ongoing maintenance costs be paid for in future years (if
applicable)?
Historic Ships in Baltimore will maintain this exhibition through its general
operating and maintenance budget.

Urgency

Urgency
Is this project urgent?
Why does this project need to proceed at this time? What will happen if it
does not? What part of the project needs to be completed most urgently?
The nationwide calls for removing symbols of racial injustice and increased
measures toward diversity and inclusion reached a peak during the summer
of 2020. The steps we took, namely the removal of Taney's name from the
ship, occurred at the same time. Since then, press coverage, word-of-mouth,
and media buzz created a controversy among local citizens, our museum
patrons and, and former veterans of the ship, all of whom were active
supporters of the ship and museum. Our efforts to increase inclusivity and to
disassociate the ship and her legacy from that of her controversial namesake
generated much support, but also created a rift with a large part of our
audience.

This project will open conversations with all voices affected by this change,
help heal some of the misunderstandings and resentment, and hopefully
restore some unity around support of the museum and the ship. We also
hope greater inclusion of voices from a broader audience will increase
awareness and appreciation for this local heritage asset. Addressing
controversies as soon as possible is always advised to prevent both passions
and resentment from festering. This project will allow HSB to define the
messaging and the agenda with consistency and accessibility which will
prevent further misconception, and instead move toward healing. It is
important that we complete this effort and this project as soon as we are
able while the clamor is still high and the story is still fresh and malleable.
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The COVID-19 pandemic caused HSB to suspend operations and revenue
generation for most of 2020. As a result, we don't have flexibility to fund the
production quality that this issue requires and deserves. Rather than
producing a cheap, low-scale, (and frankly, "token") effort, we are seeking
funding from MHAA to support this project at the quality it needs.

Impact

Impact
How will completing this project accomplish the goals and objectives
of your heritage area?
You are encouraged to cite specific sections of your local heritage area's
planning documents.
Each of our museum ships are a National Historic Landmarks, and are
described under Section 2, and each ship is listed in Appendix C as assets of
the Baltimore National Heritage Area.

One Heritage Area goal is fostering partnerships between area organizations
(Sec. 4.7.5). For this project we will partner with Waterfront partnership to
place interpretive signage on the Harbor Promenade and train their guides on
the content. The Heritage Area targets marketing to City and Metro area
visitors (sec. 4.5.1 & 2). These demographics were the primary recipients of
news about the name change, and our project also targets them as a primary
audience.

BNHA management Objectives (Sec. 5):

Objective 1.4 "Promote teaching American history using Baltimore’s cultural
heritage resources" & Objective 2.1 &2 "Increase public appreciation of
heritage resources "
The new signage will tell the background story of HSB's decision in the
context of other removals of divisive symbols. It will cover historical,
national-impact events, while highlighting their connection this local heritage
site. It will also tell the story of how locals responded to national events,
both historical and contemporary.
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Objective 5.5 "Reach out to the heritage area’s partners, stakeholders,
residents"
The project planning process includes steps to convene with various audience
groups and foment discussion of the name removal to gather different
viewpoints. The project will result with space where voices of the different
area groups will be highlighted.

Describe how this project will address one or more of the Maryland
Heritage Area's Program's three areas of focus.
The three areas of focus are: Developing Heritage Tourism Product; Building
Partnerships; and Sustaining Regional Identity. You can find more about the
areas of focus and the overall goals of the Maryland Heritage Areas Program
in our strategic plan, which can be found HERE.
The project will produce a new and updated exhibit at one of the Heritage
Area's most visible historical sites. The new interpretive panels will connect a
local event involving a local heritage resource to a wider, national story. The
main part of the project will produce tourism products aboard the ship, but
there will also be tourism product installed on the public promenade adjacent
to the ship, freely accessible to the public; this will have a summary of the
content which not only tells the story to area visitors, but will also induce
members of the public to visit this heritage site, which helps support the
attraction.

Again, HSB will partner with the Waterfront Partnership for the public display
portion of the project, and we will provide training for their waterfront guides
about the story of the name removal, with messaging reflective of the
content of the new exhibit. We will also partner with International Sites of
Conscience to develop the narratives of the exhibit in a way that is inclusive
and sensitive to all viewpoints.

The exhibit will discuss local events that happened as part of, and in
response to, larger national events. It will also discuss Maryland's response
to these events, including reactions and actions taken by local communities
and governments. Part of the theme of the project is Baltimore's stewardship
of its heritage resources, and the individual way that this community
balances that responsibility with supporting positive social changes in our
community.
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Does your project address diverse or inclusive historical narratives?
If so, please provide details.
We are particularly interested in supporting projects that will highlight under-
told narratives about Maryland's past. Some examples include the history
and cultural traditions of African Americans, Native Americans, Asian
Americans, Latinos, immigrants, women, LGBTQ communities, or people with
disabilities.
The main reason for removing the name from the ship was to address
inclusivity issues surrounding its namesake. This project will tell the story of
that process and highlight the various voices that were or could be impacted
by the move. Particularly, the project will give voice to the local African
American perspective surrounding not only the name "Taney" itself, but also
about maintaining a historical artifact (the ship), which was named after an
offensive person to whom it has no other connection. We will also include
voices from veterans of the ship, many of whom are senior citizens with a
unique historical perspective,

The project also addresses inclusivity by incorporating this material equitably
into the overall narrative of the site's history. In other words, rather than
creating a separate exhibit that contextualizes the name removal as a
segregated event apart from main history of the ship, this project will update
the entire "ship's history" exhibit to include this event with the other major
highlights of the ship's service. In this way, the act of removing the name to
increase inclusivity will be shown as equitably within the ship's history as it's
other accomplishments.

Access & Outreach

Access and Outreach
Describe the anticipated benefits of your completed project for
tourists, k-12 students, and/or local community members.
The project will benefit the local community by explaining and contextualizing
the change made to the ship's appearance. The ship has been a museum in
the Inner Harbor for the 34 years, and locals who've known the ship will be
able to not only hear about the name removal, but also understand the
background and reasoning for the decision. The same applies to patrons and
repeat visitors to the ship, including the thousands of students and scouts
each year who visit and stay overnight aboard the ship, often as repeat
visitors.

The outdoor sign component will also prominently display the story of the
ship's history, the ship's significance, and the recent name removal to
visitors and tourists strolling the Harbor Promenade. This will firstly make
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visitors and tourists aware that the museum is there, and secondly, it will
provide a no-cost sample of the content found in the museum. Tourists and
visitors will get a sense of the tone and the inclusivity of the content, which
should attract a broader, more diverse audience. Local community members
who use the waterfront park for recreation will now also have the chance to
learn about this significant and rather large historical artifact anchored in this
public park.

What provisions exist or will be made for physical or programmatic
access by individuals with disabilities?
USCG Cutter 37 is accessible to physically disabled persons to the extent that
they can get themselves on and off the vessel with the assistance of our
staff. Although, like most historic vessels in the U.S., Cutter 37 itself is
wheelchair-inaccessible, the staff on board Cutter 37 will make the effort to
assist people who wish to come aboard. For hearing impaired, there are
interpretive signage and exhibits throughout the vessel. For those with sight
impairments, the crew is available to assist and describe the parts of the
vessel along the tour route. Additionally, our new mobile tour App with audio
tours can provide interpretation for those with impaired sight or inability to
traverse the ship. We will be adding content from this project to that App.

How will you ensure that your intended audiences will learn about
your site or project?
How are you making information available about the history of the site or
resource? Do you have a website? How will public inquiries or tour requests
be handled? How will brochures or informational materials be distributed?
While MHAA project grant funds are not permitted to directly support
marketing materials and activities, applicants are encouraged to include
marketing costs for the project as part of their matching contribution, if
applicable.
The majority of Historic Ships in Baltimore's visitation comes from walk-by
traffic, although it's reputation as a primary destination is increasing. Part of
the project includes a display for the Harbor Promenade to not only
summarize the story, but also market the exhibit and museum to harbor
visitors. Additionally, the exhibit will be promoted in the HSB quarterly
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newsletter, social media page, mobile app, and website. Posters promoting
the new exhibit will displayed at the HSB Pier 1 and Pier 3 ticket centers to
help draw visitors over to the Pier 5 tourism area.

Our unveiling of the project at our annual Pearl Harbor Day remembrance will
also greatly increase awareness of the new exhibit. This event often receives
local press coverage and our live broadcast and subsequent videos reach
audiences across the country.

What is the annual visitation at your site (if applicable)?
This can include physical visitation numbers, special events, and virtual
visitors.
In the twelve months before shutting down due to the pandemic, March 1,
2019 thru February 28, 2020, physical visitation to Historic Ships in
Baltimore was 82,066. This includes visitors for special events and overnight
education programming. We are not able to provide website visitation data at
this time, but the following is recent social media activity:

Facebook:
Followers: 4.5K
Reach: 3.6K
Videos have over 1K views

Youtube:
Subscribers: 64
Views: 943

Instagram:
Followers: 1,024

Over the last 30 days--
Reach: 479
Impressions: 2,862
Content Interactions: 124

What hours per day, days per week, and months per year will the
project / property be open to the public?
If the project will not be open regular hours, please indicate how access will
be made available.
The project will be accessible to the public during the museum's normal
operating hours from 10am-4:30 pm daily. During January and February, the
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USCG Cutter 37 closes Monday-Thursday, but is open weekends for normal
hours. March-December, the ship and exhibit will be open 7 days per week.

What amenities are or will be available to the public at your site (if
applicable)?
This includes restrooms, water, parking, interpretation (guided tours, self-
guided tours, signage, brochures), etc.
Historic Ships is located along the waterfront of Baltimore's Inner Harbor and
amenities providing water and refreshments are very close by. The new USS
Constellation Education and Heritage Center will have a water fountain and
restroom facilities. Additional restrooms are available in the Harborplace
pavilions. Parking is available at several convenient local garages and there
is limited metered street parking.

Project Mgmt

Project Management
Why is your organization qualified to complete this grant project?
Discuss -- if applicable -- any similar projects you have completed in the
past, previous grants you have managed, and/or longstanding connections
you have with communities and partner organizations that have positioned
you to complete this project.
Historic Ships in Baltimore, as the steward of USCG Cutter 37 (X-TANEY),
USS Constellation, USS Torsk, LS116 Chesapeake, and the Seven Foot Knoll
Lighthouse is organized to continue the responsible care of these historic
assets and to preserve them for future generations. The overall very good
condition of the ships, and the work that is regularly performed to maintain
them, is good evidence of that dedication to the mission. Historic Ships in
Baltimore has successfully managed several grants. Most recently, Historic
Ships in Baltimore completed a $420,000 dry docking of Cutter 37 funded by
MHAA, MHT, the France Merrick Foundation and substantial private support.
Previous to that, Historic Ships managed grants from the State of Maryland
and Baltimore City, $1.25MM and $750,000, respectfully, supporting the dry
docking of USS Constellation. Both of the above mentioned projects were
completed successfully. Historic Ships in Baltimore has an on-going grant
projects funded by the Maryland Heritage Areas Authority supporting hull
repairs to USS Constellation and an education project grant for Maryland
Fleet Week. Other grants received include general operating support grants
from Baltimore City Office of Promotion and the Arts and T. Rowe Price
Associates Foundation. Historic Ships in Baltimore has a 20-year track record
of successfully managing grants and projects. Grant management and
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financial reporting is provided by Living Classrooms Foundation. Living
Classrooms has been successfully managing grants and projects for over 35
years.

Your Organization's Administrative Capability and Areas of Expertise
Identify any key individuals within the applicant organization (staff,
board members, or volunteers) who will be involved in the
implementation of this project, in addition to the primary contact
identified on the "Applicant" tab.
Include the name, title, areas of expertise, and the role they will play for
each person listed. Please attach any relevant resumes, CVs, and/or bios on
the Attachments Tab of this application.
Brian Auer - Operations Director
Brian will develop the content of the exhibit where applicable in partnership
with our consultants at International Sites of Conscience. He will also work
with our fabricators to design the new interpretive signage and update the
layouts and information architecture of the existing panels to blend
seamlessly with the new material into one new cohesive exhibit. Brian acts
as our chief interpreter and designs our interpretive and educational
programming. He is also a historian by training with experience in presenting
historical topics to the public. He has interpreted the ships in our collection to
the public for the past 13 years.

Chris Rowsom - Executive Director
Chris will provide project oversite and participate in the meetings facilitated
by International Sites of Conscience with our various audiences.

Consultants and Partners
Identify any key individuals outside of the applicant organization
who were consulted in the development of this grant application or
who will be involved in this project (i.e. contractors, consultants or
partners).
Include the name, title, company name, and the role they will play. Please
note that you may be required to solicit 2-3 written bids before selecting a
contractor (see pages 8-9 of the MHAA Grants Manual for details).
Brayden Paynter- DIRECTOR, METHODOLOGY AND PRACTICE - International
Sites of Conscience
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Linda Norris - Senior Specialist - Methodology and Practice - International
Sites of Conscience

Both specialists will facilitate the conversations with impacted audiences, to
be held virtually, and provide a summary report.
They will provide a template for conducting the meetings. Conversation
groups will be 8-12 participants each and will last approximately 90.-120
minutes. Brayden will also review our content for best language and tone.

Upload the resume, CV, or bio of the key partner or consultant you
will be working with.
You may upload additional resumes, CVs, or bios of team members on the
Attachments page.
ISOC resumes.pdf

Special Cases - DNR and K-12

Projects on DNR Property
If your application is for a project that will take place on Maryland
Department of Natural Resources property, you must obtain
permission from DNR for the proposed project. Please upload your
approval letter from DNR. If you have not yet received approval,
upload your request form that was submitted to DNR.
A blank form and instructions can be found in the Grant Guidelines, available
HERE.

Education Projects
If your application is for a Pre-K - 12 education project, please
provide documentation that you have consulted with either the
Maryland State Department of Education and/or your local school
system on this project.
In most cases, this documentation should consist of a letter from your local
county school system or systems.

Applicant

Applicant Organization
Legal Name
The name provided must match EXACTLY the legal name as registered with
the Maryland State Department of Assessments and Taxation (SDAT). You
can check your organization's legal name by clicking HERE.
Historic Ships in Baltimore
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Organization Type
nonprofit organization

Tax ID / Federal Employer Identification Number (EIN)
For non-profit organizations and government agencies, this is generally a 9-
digit number, e.g. 52-1234567.
52-2170291

Mailing Address
1417 Thames St.
Baltimore, MD 21202

City
Baltimore

State
MD

Zip Code
21231

Website Address
http://www.historicships.org

Organizational Documents
Non-profit organizations must upload copies of their organizational
documents. For most organizations this will include the filed Articles of
Incorporation, Bylaws, and an IRS determination letter. Government
entities do not need to upload organizational documents.
You may upload one document in each upload box. If you need to upload
additional documents, you may add them on the Attachments page at the
end of the application. If you have uploaded these documents as part of a
recent grant application, MHAA will already have your documents on file.

Upload your Articles of Incorporation here.
Articles of Incorporation.pdf

Bylaws
Upload your organization's bylaws here.
Historic Ships By Laws.pdf

Proof of Non-Profit Status
Upload a copy of the Determination Letter from the Internal Revenue
Service.
HSIB 501(c)(3) 151027.pdf

Project Contact Person
This is the person who will receive all correspondence, notifications
and reminders regarding the grant. You will have an opportunity to
provide the contact information for a grant writer (if applicable), below.

Prefix
Mr.

First Name
Christopher
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Last Name
Rowsom

Title

Contact Address
Historic Ships in Baltimore
1417 Thames St.

City
Baltimore

State
MD

Zip Code
21231

Contact Phone
410-952-7008

Extension

E-mail
crowsom@historicships.org

Please upload a resume for the primary contact.
If you have already uploaded the resume elsewhere in the application, you
do not need to upload it again.
Rowsom, Christopher Resume.pdf

Request Type/Status
Contributions-Grant-Full Application Received

Type of Support
Capital

Program Area
MHAA-Capital

Fund
State Fund

Record Type
Organization

Staff
JRUFFNER

Release

Release and Consent
MHT/MHAA regularly shares information about projects that have received
grant funding. Application materials, including photographs, maps, text,
graphics, and forms may be used by MHT/MHAA for non-profit purposes
including, but not limited to, education and publicity via printed material,
television broadcasts, and internet postings. MHT/MHAA does NOT share
applicants' financial information unless required to do so by law.
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Photographs of the project which have been taken by MHT staff may also be
made available to the public.

In rare cases, application information may be requested under Maryland's
Access to Public Records Act (the "Act").

By executing this release and consent, I hereby consent to the publication of
photographs and other application materials relating to the Project for which
I have received financial assistance, and I hereby authorize MHT/MHAA to
print, publish or post pictures of the Project and to make application
materials available to the public.

If you consider information in this application confidential and do not want it
made available to the public, please indicate your objections in writing and
upload your letter below.

Upload your letter of objection, if applicable, here.

I have read and understand that, by not attaching an objection in
writing, I have consented to public use of information in this
application and a waiver of any rights I may have under the Act.
Do not check the box if you have uploaded a letter of objection.
Yes

Legal Authorization
I certify that all the information contained in this application is true
and accurate and that I am legally authorized to submit this
application on behalf of the applicant organization.
Yes

Full Name of Legally Authorized Submitter
This must be someone legally authorized to sign for your organization.
Christopher Rowsom

Attachments

Title File Name
Partner's Letter of Support-
Waterfront Partnership

WPB Letter of
Support.docx

HSB Project Lead-Brian Auer-
Operations Director

Brian Auer
Resume.pdf

Consultant proposal
Intnl Sites of
Conscience
Proposal.pdf

Letter of Support - City Council
Letter of Support
- Costello.pdf

Fabricator Estimate
Fabricator
Estimate.pdf

Proposal Exhibit Location
aboard ship

Taney
Wardroom.pdf

Draft Design Concept - Ships
History - 7 panels

TNY history.pdf
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Draft Design Concept - New
Panel about Name removal and
background

TNY Name
Change
Panel.pdf

Draft Content Concept -
Removal of Name

Name
Removal.pdf

Draft Content Concept - Taney
name Background story

Roger Taney.pdf
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Exhibit Covering Coast Guard Gutter 37 name removal.

Request:  $9,000.00 Baltimore National
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PROJECT TITLE: Exhibit Covering Coast Guard Gutter 37 name removal.

PROJECT SUMMARY:

This grant will support the fabrication of new interpretive signage aboard the US Coast Guard Cutter 37 
and Inner Harbor Promenade.  The new exhibit will interpret and tell the story of the Ship’s original 
name, its context, and the recent decision to remove it. 

The name "Taney" was removed from CGC-37 following removal of other Maryland Taney statues in an 
effort to disassociate the tarnished reputation of her namesake, Roger B. Taney, from the honorable 
service of the ship and crew to the United States. This action was taken without announcement or input 
from our audiences or community which generated misinformation, backlash, but also support from 
diverse constituents .  

This project will give space for different voices to be heard on the decision and the context presented. 
We believe it's a textbook example of the proper role of a museum in interpreting the past in the 
context of the present.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:

Comprehensive Project Description

In 2020, we completed a major drydocking of the Baltimore City-owned USCGC WHEC-37 (X-TANEY) for 
hull  repairs.  Also, in response to calls for removal of symbols of racial injustice and renewed efforts to 
give voice to underrepresented demographics, the Boards of HSB and Living Classrooms Foundation 
voted to remove the name "Taney" from the ship.  Without community input or media announcement, 
work quickly and quietly finished on removing the name plates from the ship in July 2020.  It was done 
quickly partly to protect the ship from becoming a vandalism target during the civil unrest occurring 
across the nation that summer.  Rather than assign a new name, the ship will be known by her hull 
number; USCG Cutter WHEC-37.

To assuage these changes, which were made without input from the community, our next objective is 
initiating this project to update our "ship's history" exhibit aboard the ship to include the story of the 
name removal, its context, and the diverse reactions.  This phase of project will fulfil both our mission to 
tell the ship's story and promises we made during the aftermath publicity to create a space for differing 
voices regarding the decision.  We will partner with the International Sites of Conscience organization to 
develop content in the most inclusive language possible, and they will help us convene a discussion with 
members of our diverse audiences, included local residents, African American community members, 
Current Coast Guard representatives, and Veterans and former crew of the ship where each group can 
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express their voice in reaction to the decision.  We will then incorporate these voices into the exhibit.  
Once we develop the content and design for the new signage, we will also revamp the existing, 
disparate parts of the ship's history exhibit to match the new display in a cohesive story.

How will completing this project accomplish the goals and objectives of your heritage area?

Each of our museum ships are a National Historic Landmarks, and are described under Section 2, and 
each ship is listed in Appendix C as assets of the Baltimore National Heritage Area.   

One Heritage Area goal is fostering partnerships between area organizations (Sec. 4.7.5).  For this 
project we will partner with Waterfront partnership to place interpretive signage on the Harbor 
Promenade and train their guides on the content.  The Heritage Area targets marketing to City and 
Metro area visitors (sec. 4.5.1 & 2).  These demographics were the primary recipients of news about the 
name change, and our project also targets them as a primary audience. 

BNHA management Objectives (Sec. 5):

Objective 1.4 "Promote teaching American history using Baltimore’s cultural heritage resources" & 
Objective 2.1 &2 "Increase public appreciation of heritage resources " 

The new signage will tell the background story of HSB's decision in the context of other removals of 
divisive symbols. It will cover historical, national-impact events, while highlighting their connection this 
local heritage site.  It will also tell the story of how locals responded to national events, both historical 
and contemporary.    

Objective 5.5 "Reach out to the heritage area’s partners, stakeholders, residents"  

The project planning process includes steps to convene with various audience groups and foment 
discussion of the name removal to gather different viewpoints.  The project will result with space where 
voices of the different area groups will be highlighted.

DELIVERABLES:

What will be the results of this project? What tangible and intangible deliverables do you anticipate?

23/8/2021
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8 updated interpretive panels:  1 new panel to consolidate currently scattered displays about the ship's 
construction and original 

                                              naming convention.  

                                              7 redesigned and updated panels showing the ship's history in timeline format.  

3-4 new interpretive panels highlighting the name removal, a background of Roger Taney and why he is 
considered divisive, and 

community thoughts and reactions to the ship name and its removal.

A formal gathering, in-person, or virtual where our various audiences can offer their thoughts and 
reactions to the decision.  In other words, a venue through which they can air their support or 
grievances directly to us and we can respond to them and record them for posterity and possible 
inclusion in the exhibit itself.

How will ongoing maintenance costs be paid for in future years (if applicable)?

Historic Ships in Baltimore will maintain this exhibition through its general operating and maintenance 
budget.
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BUDGET:

Amount requested: $9,000.00

Other State Funds: $0.00

Cash Match: $9,000.00

In-Kind Match: 

Other Project Costs: $3,000.00

Total Match: $9,000.00

Total Project Cost: $21,000.00

Budget Details:  

List the source(s) of all non-state matching funds you are including in your proposed project costs. 
Please indicate if the funds and support are in-hand, committed, or not yet available.

We plan to apply for a BNHA Heritage Investment Grant to cover the consultant expenses and 
unforeseen expenses.  These funds are not yet available, but the grant opportunity will open in Spring 
2021, and announcement of the award will come around the same time as this MHAA grant.  We will 
seek funding from other public and private sources to cover the cost of this project.

Provide any additional details about your budget line items that you would like share with grant 
reviewers.

The MHAA non-cap Grant will fund the fabrication of the Exhibit signs.     Fabricating the signs is the 
most significant part of the project, and also the largest expense which HSB is unable to cover without 
support.  

A large portion of the match will be in-kind volunteer hours from participation in our focus-group, 
viewpoint conversations facilitated by our consultant, International Sites of Conscience (See proposal).  
The remaining match includes the consultant fees, for which HSB will seek funding from the BNHA 
Heritage Investment Grant and other public and private sources.  

Volunteer Support includes participation in viewpoint-gathering conversations by a diverse group of 
representatives of the project's various audiences, including representatives from the African American 
community, Military Veterans, Current Military, Former Cutter 37 crewmembers, among others.  Our 
consultants International Sites of Conscience will facilitate these meetings.  ( See their proposal in the 
attached documents)
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Staff costs include writing the content and working with our consultant with refinement and selection of 
the language.  Staff time will also include participation and facilitation of viewpoint conversations with 
audience representatives.
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URGENCY:

Is this project urgent?

The nationwide calls for removing symbols of racial injustice and increased measures toward diversity 
and inclusion reached a peak during the summer of 2020.  The steps we took, namely the removal of 
Taney's name from the ship, occurred at the same time.  Since then, press coverage, word-of-mouth, 
and media buzz created a controversy among local citizens, our museum patrons and, and former 
veterans of the ship, all of whom were active supporters of the ship and museum.  Our efforts to 
increase inclusivity and to disassociate the ship and her legacy from that of her controversial namesake 
generated much support, but also created a rift with a large part of our audience.  

This project will open conversations with all voices affected by this change, help heal some of the 
misunderstandings and resentment, and hopefully restore some unity around support of the museum 
and the ship.  We also hope greater inclusion of voices from a broader audience will increase awareness 
and appreciation for this local heritage asset.  Addressing controversies as soon as possible is always 
advised to prevent both passions and resentment from festering.  This project will allow HSB to define 
the messaging and the agenda with consistency and accessibility which will prevent further 
misconception, and instead move toward healing.  It is important that we complete this effort and this 
project as soon as we are able while the clamor is still high and the story is still fresh and malleable.  

The COVID-19 pandemic caused HSB to suspend operations and revenue generation for most of 2020.  
As a result, we don't have flexibility to fund the production quality that this issue requires and deserves.  
Rather than producing a cheap, low-scale, (and frankly, "token") effort, we are seeking funding from 
MHAA to support this project at the quality it needs.

IMPACT:

Describe how this project will address one or more of the Maryland Heritage Area's Program's three 
areas of focus.

The project will produce a new and updated exhibit at one of the Heritage Area's most visible historical 
sites.  The new interpretive panels will connect a local event involving a local heritage resource to a 
wider, national story.  The main part of the project will produce tourism products aboard the ship, but 
there will also be tourism product installed on the public promenade adjacent to the ship, freely 
accessible to the public; this will have a summary of the content which not only tells the story to area 
visitors, but will also induce members of the public to visit this heritage site, which helps support the 
attraction.  
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Again, HSB will partner with the Waterfront Partnership for the public display portion of the project, and 
we will provide training for their waterfront guides about the story of the name removal, with 
messaging reflective of the content of the new exhibit. We will also partner with International Sites of 
Conscience to develop the narratives of the exhibit in a way that is inclusive and sensitive to all 
viewpoints.  

The exhibit will discuss local events that happened as part of, and in response to, larger national events.  
It will also discuss Maryland's response to these events, including reactions and actions taken by local 
communities and governments.  Part of the theme of the project is Baltimore's stewardship of its 
heritage resources, and the individual way that this community balances that responsibility with 
supporting positive social changes in our community.

Does your project address diverse or inclusive historical narratives? If so, please provide details.

The main reason for removing the name from the ship was to address inclusivity issues surrounding its 
namesake.  This project will tell the story of that process and highlight the various voices that were or 
could be impacted by the move.  Particularly, the project will give voice to the local African American 
perspective surrounding not only the name "Taney" itself, but also about maintaining a historical artifact 
(the ship), which was named after an offensive person to whom it has no other connection.  We will also 
include voices from veterans of the ship, many of whom are senior citizens with a unique historical 
perspective, 

The project also addresses inclusivity by incorporating this material equitably into the overall narrative 
of the site's history.  In other words, rather than creating a separate exhibit that contextualizes the 
name removal as a segregated event apart from main history of the ship, this project will update the 
entire "ship's history" exhibit to include this event with the other major highlights of the ship's service.  
In this way, the act of removing the name to increase inclusivity will be shown as equitably within the 
ship's history as it's other accomplishments.

TIMELINE:

Key Steps and Timeline

New Content Generation Phase, July-September 2021

HSB operations director will draft content for the new signage covering the name removal decision, 
background of Roger Taney and controversies associated with him.  International Sites of Conscience 
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(ISoC) will consult and advise regarding the language and context of this content.  ISoC will also organize 
meetings with various audiences mentioned above to gather input, viewpoints and voices of the various 
groups for inclusion into the content.  One gathered, Operations director will draft content for 
Interpretive panel covering voices and reactions to the name removal.  

Design and Updating Phase, August-October 2021

The fabricator and HSB operations director will develop new, contemporary design for the new 
interpretive panels based on existing concepts and tweaking as new information becomes available 
from Content Generation Phase.  They will also redesign the existing interpretive panels, updating 
where necessary, and incorporating styling and layout of the new panels.  The fabricator will consult 
about fabrication possibilities, ideas, and needs.  

Fabrication and Installation Phase, October-November 2021

Fabricator will construct and deliver new exhibit displays. HSB will remove old signage from the exhibit 
space and prep are for installation.  Once delivered, fabricator or HSB will install the new signage.  

Exhibit is officially unveiled during annual Pearl Harbor Commemoration in December 2021.

ACCESS & OUTREACH:

Describe the anticipated benefits of your completed project for tourists, k-12 students, and/or local 
community members.

The project will benefit the local community by explaining and contextualizing the change made to the 
ship's appearance.  The ship has been a museum in the Inner Harbor for the 34 years, and locals who've 
known the ship will be able to not only hear about the name removal, but also understand the 
background and reasoning for the decision.  The same applies to patrons and repeat visitors to the ship, 
including the thousands of students and scouts each year who visit and stay overnight aboard the ship, 
often as repeat visitors.  

The outdoor sign component will also prominently display the story of the ship's history, the ship's 
significance, and the recent name removal to visitors and tourists strolling the Harbor Promenade.  This 
will firstly make visitors and tourists aware that the museum is there, and secondly, it will provide a no-
cost sample of the content found in the museum.  Tourists and visitors will get a sense of the tone and 
the inclusivity of the content, which should attract a broader, more diverse audience.  Local community 
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members who use the waterfront park for recreation will now also have the chance to learn about this 
significant and rather large historical artifact anchored in this public park.

What provisions exist or will be made for physical or programmatic access by individuals with 
disabilities?

USCG Cutter 37 is accessible to physically disabled persons to the extent that they can get themselves on 
and off the vessel with the assistance of our staff. Although, like most historic vessels in the U.S., Cutter 
37 itself is wheelchair-inaccessible, the staff on board Cutter 37 will make the effort to assist people who 
wish to come aboard. For hearing impaired, there are interpretive signage and exhibits throughout the 
vessel. For those with sight impairments, the crew is available to assist and describe the parts of the 
vessel along the tour route. Additionally, our new mobile tour App with audio tours can provide 
interpretation for those with impaired sight or inability to traverse the ship. We will be adding content 
from this project to that App.

How will you ensure that your intended audiences will learn about your site or project?

The majority of Historic Ships in Baltimore's visitation comes from walk-by traffic, although it's 
reputation as a primary destination is increasing. Part of the project includes a display for the Harbor 
Promenade to not only summarize the story, but also market the exhibit and museum to harbor visitors.  
Additionally, the exhibit will be promoted in the HSB quarterly newsletter, social media page, mobile 
app, and website. Posters promoting the new exhibit will displayed at the HSB Pier 1 and Pier 3 ticket 
centers to help draw visitors over to the Pier 5 tourism area.  

Our unveiling of the project at our annual Pearl Harbor Day remembrance will also greatly increase 
awareness of the new exhibit.  This event often receives local press coverage and our live broadcast and 
subsequent videos reach audiences across the country.

What is the annual visitation at your site (if applicable)? 

In the twelve months before shutting down due to the pandemic, March 1, 2019 thru February 28, 2020, 
physical visitation to Historic Ships in Baltimore was 82,066.  This includes visitors for special events and 
overnight education programming.  We are not able to provide website visitation data at this time, but 
the following is recent social media activity:

Facebook:

Followers: 4.5K
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Reach: 3.6K

Videos have over 1K views

Youtube:

Subscribers: 64

Views: 943

Instagram:

Followers: 1,024

Over the last 30 days--

Reach: 479

Impressions: 2,862

Content Interactions: 124

What hours per day, days per week, and months per year will the project / property be open to the 
public?

The project will be accessible to the public during the museum's normal operating hours from 10am-
4:30 pm daily.  During January and February, the USCG Cutter 37 closes Monday-Thursday, but is open 
weekends for normal hours.  March-December, the ship and exhibit will be open 7 days per week.

What amenities are or will be available to the public at your site (if applicable)?

Historic Ships is located along the waterfront of Baltimore's Inner Harbor and amenities providing water 
and refreshments are very close by. The new USS Constellation Education and Heritage Center will have 
a water fountain and restroom facilities. Additional restrooms are available in the Harborplace pavilions. 
Parking is available at several convenient local garages and there is limited metered street parking.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT:

Why is your organization qualified to complete this grant project?
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Historic Ships in Baltimore, as the steward of USCG Cutter 37 (X-TANEY), USS Constellation, USS Torsk, 
LS116 Chesapeake, and the Seven Foot Knoll Lighthouse is organized to continue the responsible care of 
these historic assets and to preserve them for future generations. The overall very good condition of the 
ships, and the work that is regularly performed to maintain them, is good evidence of that dedication to 
the mission. Historic Ships in Baltimore has successfully managed several grants. Most recently, Historic 
Ships in Baltimore completed a $420,000 dry docking of Cutter 37 funded by MHAA, MHT, the France 
Merrick Foundation and substantial private support. Previous to that, Historic Ships managed grants 
from the State of Maryland and Baltimore City, $1.25MM and $750,000, respectfully, supporting the dry 
docking of USS Constellation. Both of the above mentioned projects were completed successfully. 
Historic Ships in Baltimore has an on-going grant projects funded by the Maryland Heritage Areas 
Authority supporting hull repairs to USS Constellation and an education project grant for Maryland Fleet 
Week. Other grants received include general operating support grants from Baltimore City Office of 
Promotion and the Arts and T. Rowe Price Associates Foundation. Historic Ships in Baltimore has a 20-
year track record of successfully managing grants and projects. Grant management and financial 
reporting is provided by Living Classrooms Foundation. Living Classrooms has been successfully 
managing grants and projects for over 35 years.

Identify any key individuals within the applicant organization (staff, board members, or volunteers) who 
will be involved in the implementation of this project, in addition to the primary contact identified on 
the "Applicant" tab.

Brian Auer - Operations Director

Brian will develop the content of the exhibit where applicable in partnership with our consultants at 
International Sites of Conscience.  He will also work with our fabricators to design the new interpretive 
signage and update the layouts and information architecture of the existing panels to blend seamlessly 
with the new material into one new cohesive exhibit.  Brian acts as our chief interpreter and designs our 
interpretive and educational programming.   He is also a historian by training with experience in 
presenting historical topics to the public.  He has interpreted the ships in our collection to the public for 
the past 13 years.  

Chris Rowsom - Executive Director

Chris will provide project oversite and participate in the meetings facilitated by International Sites of 
Conscience with our various audiences.

Identify any key individuals outside of the applicant organization who were consulted in the 
development of this grant application or who will be involved in this project (i.e. contractors, 
consultants or partners).

Brayden Paynter- DIRECTOR, METHODOLOGY AND PRACTICE - International Sites of Conscience
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Linda Norris - Senior Specialist - Methodology and Practice - International Sites of Conscience

Both specialists will facilitate the conversations with impacted audiences, to be held virtually, and 
provide a summary report.

They will provide a template for conducting the meetings. Conversation groups will be 8-12 participants 
each and will last approximately 90.-120 minutes.  Brayden will also review our content for best 
language and tone.
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PROPERTY INFORMATION (Capital Grants Only):

Property Name:

Property Owner:

Relationship to Applicant:

Property Significance: 

Does MHT hold an easement on this property?  No
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Project Budget
Honoring Social Justice: Roger B. Taney - The Judge, the Ship and the Historic Legacy

Applicant Match
Line Item

No. Work Item (Description) Grant Funds 
Applicant Cash

Match
Applicant In-kind

Match
Other Project

Costs
Total Project

Cost
1 Consultants (Int'nl Sites of Conscience) $0.00

2
Reivew of exhibit panel content, 1/2-day's
work. $750.00 $750.00

3 Planning & Report Writing, 1 day $1,500.00 $1,500.00
4 Conversation Facilitation, 2 days $3,000.00 $3,000.00
5 Volunteer Support $0.00

6
Community representatives (12 vols. x
$29.51x2 hoursx 4 days) $2,832.00 $2,832.00

7 Staff Time $0.00
8 Operations Director (8 wks 30% time) $918.00 $1,534.00 $2,452.00
9 Site manager (1wk 50% time) $432.00 $432.00

10 Executive Director (1 wk 20% time) $534.00 $534.00
11 Fabrication & Installation $0.00
12 Fabrication of signage $9,000.00 $9,000.00
13 Removal of existing signage $200.00 $200.00
14 Installation of extisting signage $300.00 $300.00
15 $0.00
16 $0.00
17 $0.00
18 $0.00
19 $0.00
20 $0.00
21 $0.00
22 $0.00
23 $0.00
24 $0.00
25 $0.00

TOTALS $9,000.00 $6,168.00 $2,832.00 $3,000.00 $21,000.00

Total Match $9,000.00

The MHAA non-cap Grant will fund the fabrication of the Exhibit signs.     Fabricating the signs is the most significant part of the
project, and also the largest expense which HSB is unable to cover without support.  

A large portion of the match will be in-kind volunteer hours from participation in our focus-group, viewpoint conversations
facilitated by our consultant, International Sites of Conscience (See proposal).  The remaining match includes the consultant fees,
for which HSB will seek funding from the BNHA Heritage Investment Grant.  Should we not receive that funding, HSB is prepared to
match MHAA funding with Staff costs and funds from our general operating budget.  

Volunteer Support includes participation in viewpoint-gathering conversations by a diverse group of representatives of the
project's various audiences, including representatives from the African American community, Military Veterans, Current Military,
Former Cutter 37 crewmembers, among others.  Our consultants International Sites of Conscience will facilitate these meetings.  (
See their proposal in the attached documents)

Staff costs include writing the content and working with our consultant with refinement and selection of the language.  Staff time
will also include participation and facilitation of viewpoint conversations with audience representatives. 
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Ms. Jennifer Ruffner
Administrator
Maryland Heritage Areas Authority
100 Community Place, 3rd Floor
Crownsville, MD  21032-2023                                       March  1, 2021

Dear Ms. Ruffner:

Historic Ships in Baltimore is applying to the Maryland Heritage Areas Authority Grant Program 
for funding to support the concept design, fabrication, and installation, of a new, interpretive 
signage set for display aboard the museum ship US Coast Guard Cutter 37, moored at Pier V and 
on the Baltimore waterfront promenade in the vicinity of the ship.  The new signage will form an 
exhibit interpreting and telling the story of the Ship’s original name, its context and meaning, 
and the recent s decision to remove it.    

As part of the “Treasury” Class of Cutters built in the 1930s, the ship was originally named 
USCGC Taney, after former Treasury Secretary Roger B. Taney.  Taney later became the Chief 
Justice of the Supreme Court and delivered the much-maligned majority decision in the infamous 
Dred Scott Case.  Historic Ships in Baltimore removed the name from the ship during the 
summer of 2020 which generated passionate support and detraction from many diverse 
constituencies.  These interpretive displays will help explain and contextualize this decision and 
provide a medium where the thoughts and emotions and reactions can be voiced and discussed.

This project is extremely important to Historic Ships in Baltimore and is a textbook example of 
the proper role of a museum in preserving and interpreting the past while in the context of the 
present.  For continued improvement of Baltimore and Maryland’s heritage tourism program, the 
Waterfront Partnership strongly supports this project, and requests that the Maryland Heritage 
Areas Authority provide full funding as requested.     

Sincerely,

Laurie Schwartz, President 
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 Brian J. Auer 

Skills Museums-    -  Experience leading a museum staff of 30 educators, visitor associates, and gift shop staff.        

-  Creating and implementing education programs, hands-on activities, outreach lectures. 

-  Exhibit design and planning / care of historic objects.   

-  Budget planning & management, strategic planning, human resources management. 

-  Formative and summative assessment. 

-  Experienced in grant application and implementation:  IMLS, BNHA, MHAA, corporate. 

-  Museum retail including inventory, procurement & sourcing, cash handling & processing, fulfillment.   

 

Computers-  -  Microsoft Office. 

-  Graphic Design:   InDesign, Photoshop, SketchUp. Inkscape/Illustrator vector graphics. 

-  Database Management:  PastPerfect, Blackbaud Suite, Raiser’s Edge, Vendini.    

-  Web Design: HTML, CSS, WordPress, Hubspot. (sample of my work): www.nafiannapipeband.com   

 
Recent 
Employment 
Experience 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2016-Present                 Historic Ships in Baltimore                                   Baltimore, MD 

Operations Director 

 Assisted with administrative and executive duties including payroll, community outreach, grant writing, supervised 

daily staff activities and delegated assignments. 

 Supervised 3 departments: Education, Interpretation, and Retail/Admissions, and their coordinators. 

 Planned and managed a department operating budget of $900,000. 

 Lead writer for 2014 BNHA Investment $5,000 & 2016 BHNA small projects (non-cap) grant, $21,000. 

 Successfully applied for and executed a 2019 BNHA & MHAA small projects (non-cap) grant to create our new 

website and a new mobile tour/education app to enhance visitor engagement, $50,000  www.historicships.org  

 Directed two Museum Store locations.  Implemented a strategy of small order/wide selection inventory to increase 

visitor sales conversion.  Increased gift shop sales by $30,000 over two years.   

 Represented Historic Ships in Baltimore in GBHA & Baltimore Tourism Association. 

 Led Historic Ships in Baltimore’s outreach efforts to Student Youth Travel Association conferences including 

business appointment, roundtable discussions, and worked at Visit Baltimore’s® marketing station.  

 Developed and managed the education division of MD Fleet Week and Air Show in conjunction with Baltimore 

City Public School’s Social Studies Coord. and Baltimore National Heritage Area.   

 Created “Evening Mariner Series” of special, after-hours, educational programming.    

 Provided leadership for fundraising events, special events, and outreach opportunities. 

 Produced and edited virtual tour videos featuring behind-the-scenes experiences for all 5 historic vessels.   

 Represented the museum as a consultant and on-air historian for Smithsonian Channel’s “Rescue Ships,” A&E’s 

“Ghost Hunters”, and TravelChannel’s “Holzer Files.”    

 Created benchmarks and objectives for student/visitor learning and impact; designed and implemented a feedback 

system using tablet kiosks, learning assessments, and Likert model queries to measure and quantify success. 

 Produced summary performance charts and narratives.  Met quarterly with museum board of advisors.  

 Worked with US Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) to create an ancillary curriculum component for DIA’s 

military capabilities analysis training program.  Led education component and tour for DIA trainees.   

 

2010-2016                   Historic Ships in Baltimore                                     Baltimore, MD 

Interpretation Coordinator 

 Created and coordinated museum hands-on programs and tours for an annual volume of 100,000 visitors. 

 Directed and trained a staff of 25 educators.   

 Responsible for hiring, terminating, and processing of employees, including recruiting, counseling, and training.  

 Worked with US Navy, Marines, and Coast Guard to provide ceremonies for re-enlistment, retirement, etc.   

 Received, handled, and resolved visitor complaints and concerns.   

 Served as a frequent media liaison for on-air events that highlighted historical or program-related material.   

 Created an exhibit called “Navigational Tools” that showcases navigational instruments.   

2602 Matthews Dr. 

Parkville, MD 21234 

410-746-5769 

brianjauer@gmail.com   
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 Wrote staff training and implementation manuals for 13 museum education programs.   

 Trained staff and geared programs for target audiences of 6-12th graders, 1st-5th graders, and Adults.   

 Created and installed brand-new interpretive scheme aboard submarine Torsk.  Project included 18 exhibit signs 

and preservation and display of original textile battle flag and crew personal items.  Also trained the education 

staff in associated material. 

 Created and coordinated “Naval Medicine in the Civil War” program in partnership with National Civil War 

Medicine Museum.     

 Developed and contracted the fabrication of a new Civil War Naval food display aboard USS Constellation.   

 Participated in restoration of crew’s head aboard USCGC Taney.   

 

2008-2010                 Historic Ships in Baltimore                                           Baltimore, MD 

Museum Educator 

 Led hands-on education programs and interacted with visitors including donning a historical costume.   

 Adapted every program to its current audience.   

 Strove to get visitors engaged in discussion using hands-on and sensory elements.    

 Sea bag   

 Led and supervised staff on programs for groups of 40-80 students, including overnight education programs.  

 Cared for and maintained museum grounds, including cleaning bathrooms, exhibits, floors, etc.   

 

2008-2009 Smithsonian Institution                                                Washington D.C. 

Public Programs Facilitator 

 Prepared and organized daily public activities and programs. 

 Led public in group discussions about historical material, including a few controversial topics. 

 Composed script and educational guidelines for facilitators. 

 Implemented new techniques and technologies made available in newly renovated museum. 

 Assisted department manager in logistical and managerial duties. 

 

Education 2007 Hood College                                                                 Frederick, MD 

 B.A., History 

 B.A., Music Composition  

           

2014                           Towson University                                                                    Towson, MD 

 M.A., Professional Studies – Education, Technical Writing, Museum Science                                                                                                                                                                    

Hobbies/ 
Volunteering 

2007-2014                 Fort McHenry National Monument                                 Baltimore, MD 

Volunteer Interpreter – National Park Service    

 Handled and cared for military equipment under National Park Service regulations. 

 Interpreted grounds, buildings, and artifacts for park visitors; performed living history about sailor life. 

 Assisted restoration of water battery blocks, tackles, gun carriages, and implements. 

 

2003-Present              Na Fianna Irish Pipe Band                                               Baltimore, MD 

President & Pipe Major   

 Maintain business bank account, procure band equipment, plan events.  Train and instruct student musicians.   

 Maintain band website and work with clients to coordinate performances. 

 Maintain affiliation and provide music/performances for various partners including AOH, Friendly Sons of St. 

Patrick, Irish Shrine and Railroad Workers Museum.  
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The International Coalition of Sites of Conscience

("the Coalition") is a global network of over 300

museums, historic sites, memorials, and memory

initiatives in 66 countries dedicated to

transforming places that preserve the past into

spaces that promote civic action.

For more than twenty years, the Coalition has

collaborated with sites around the world on

exhibition design, community-based

memorialization, interpretive and strategic

planning.  We have trained over 15,000 museum

and historic site professionals at our member sites

and other public and private entities in dialogue,

audience engagement, equity, and inclusion. In

these ways, we have equipped hundreds of

organizations with the tools they need to

remember and preserve a wide range of histories,

as well as enable their visitors to make

connections between the past and related

contemporary human rights issues. 

Supported by the time-tested methodologies of

members, and drawing from the fields of art,

public history, human rights and transitional

justice, we partner effectively with you to meet

your needs.

 

International Coalition of

 Sites of Conscience 

 

 

55 Exchange Place

Suite 404

New York, NY 10005

+1.646.397.5255

 

 

Contact:

 

Linda Norris

Senior Specialist

Methodology and Practice

 

lnorris@sitesofconscience.org

 

 

Who We Are
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Understanding of Need

V I S I T O R  E X P E R I E N C E

Historic Ships of Baltimore care for and interpret the U.S. Sloop-of-War Constellation,

U.S. Coast Guard Cutter WHEC-37, U.S. Submarine Torsk, Lightship 116 Chesapeake,

Seven Foot Knoll Lighthouse, and their related collections with the specific mission of

honoring and perpetuating the legacy of dedicated service of crew members.   The

museum also holds as a core tenet of its work that it will strive to be a source of civic

pride and stand as a symbol and centerpiece for the City of Baltimore.

In 2020, the organization removed the name of Roger B. Taney, the Supreme

Court Justice who crafted the Dred Scott decision, from the Coast Guard ship

that bore his name which caused some controversial reactions.  Plans are now

underway for a new exhibition on board the ship that contextualizes the

removal of the name, as a way for visitors to understand it as a part of the

ship’s full history.

Although the exhibition will be small in size, we recommend that Historic Ships

in Baltimore undertake a larger community consultation process to learn from

community members about how the ship is perceived, how this particular

action impacted different communities, and how to strengthen the desire to be

“a source of civic pride and stand as a symbol and centerpiece for the City of

Baltimore.”

The removal and subsequent public reactions provide an important opportunity

for Historic Ships in Baltimore to begin sustained engagement around issues of

power and race with both the military and the Baltimore community.  Such

actions can help, in the long term, to center the organization as a significant

resource for the many communities it desires to serve.

H I S T O R I C  S H I P S  I N  B A L T I M O R E
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 Approach

V I S I T O R  E X P E R I E N C E

Black residents of Baltimore

Coast Guard veterans

Current serving Coast Guard members

Local teachers

Based on conversations with staff we recommend listening sessions can be held

with the following four stakeholder groups:

By undertaking these facilitated conversations, Historic Ships in Baltimore can not

only gain insight into how the story of the name removal can be best understood

by different stakeholders but also gain useful perspectives on new interpretive

efforts for all of its vessels and collections.

ICSC will facilitate the four conversations, to be held virtually,  and provide a

summary report.  Historic Ships in Baltimore will invite participants, using a

template provided by ICSC.  Conversation groups will be 8-12 participants each

and will last approximately 90.-120 minutes.

These initial conversations serve as a first step in the deeper process of

strengthening the interpretation of the historic ships in Historic Ships in

Baltimore’s care that should include staff training, sustained structures for outside

input and ways for stakeholder groups to talk not just with their own groups but

across groups. At the end of this first listening, there will not be full agreement

among all groups about the approach to the matter of removing Taney’s name, nor

to the overall interpretation.  But community consultations are at the heart of

community-based work, enabling organizations to re-consider the ways in which

power and race affect the stories we tell about American history.

H I S T O R I C  S H I P S  I N  B A L T I M O R E

PROJECT BUDGET

Planning and Report Writing  1 day            $1500

Facilitation of Conversations 2 days          $3000

Total Project Budget                                  $4500
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DINA BAILEY
SENIOR DIRECTOR, METHODOLOGY AND PRACTICE

Linda Norris
SENIOR SPECIALIST
METHODOLOGY AND PRACTICE

SPECIALIZATIONS

Exhibition Development

Interpretive Planning

Museums and Creative Practice

Community Engagement

OVERVIEW
Linda brings deep experience to capacity-building efforts.  As Senior Specialist in Methodology

and Practice, she works to grow the expertise of members and others and develops strategic

initiatives and partnerships. She has spearheaded the revitalization of Maison des Esclaves, an

innovative digital mapping project in the Middle East and a series of webinars on the

memorialization of Indigenous women in New York State. Before joining the Coalition in 2017,

 Linda was an independent museum consultant and brought her curiosity and passion to

transformative. award-winning work with museums, historic sites, and other clients. 

Based in New York, USA

Cell: +1.607.287.8418

lnorris@sitesofconscience.org

 

Linda is the lead on a major IMLS-supported project that brings together ten US-based Sites of

Conscience to build skills around addressing community trauma and support each organization in

developing innovative projects that address those issues.

COUNTERING STORIES OF INEQUALITY,  2020-2022

CREATIVE PRACTICE EXPERT, ONGOING 

Linda was the lead interpretive consultant for the reinterpretation of Stowe's home to directly connect

Stowe's writing of Uncle Tom's Cabin to contemporary issues and to encourage each visitor to make a

difference on issues that matter to them. She facilitated community focus groups, lead interpretive team

meetings, worked with staff to shape interpretive strategies for each room of the home, and conducted

and evaluated prototype experiences.

HARRIET BEECHER STOWE CENTER RE-INTERPRETATION, 2013-2016

SELECT PROJECT EXPERIENCE 

L inda  serves  as  an  ad junct  ins t ructor  in  the  Johns
Hopk ins  Univers i ty ’s  on l ine  Museum Stud ies

Program and Cul tura l  Her i tage  Programs,   teach ing
courses  on communi ty  engagement .

Linda is an industry leader in facilitating conversation and action surrounding the ways creativity can

transform museums, shape more compelling narratives and create deeper, more inclusive community

connections. She is the co-author of "Creativity in Museum Practice" and blogs at The Uncataloged

Museum. Linda has facilitated creative practice workshops for organizations such as Mystic Seaport,

the Asian Art Museum (San Francisco), and the Ohio History Connection. Internationally, the United

States Embassies in Ukraine, Albania and Romania have supported her creative practice workshops.
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BRADEN PAYNTER
DIRECTOR, METHODOLOGY AND PRACTICE

SPECIALIZATIONS

Dialogue Facilitation

Community-Based

Memorialization

Interpretative Planning

Exhibit Consultation

SELECT PROJECT EXPERIENCE

Braden volunteers for the Journal of Museum

Education and has been published in Landscapes of

Violence, Smithsonian Institution and The Public

Historian. 

 

Based in Vemont, USA.

Cell: +1.646 856.9413

bpaynter@sitesofconscience.org

Over the course of three years Braden worked with CTL to build an institutional culture of

dialogue and engagement. In particular the work focused on aligning the programming more

closely with community needs and site topics of LGBTQ history, confronting the Holocaust,

slavery, race, and challenges for military veterans. The collaboration has included trainings ajnd

train the trainer sessions, the development of new resources, and staff mentorship.

CONNECTICUT LANDMARKS, CT,  USA

Braden leads the Coalitions' Methodology and Practice team, making sure that sites around the world

have the information, skills, and relationships they need to excel at their work. He leads trainings and

consultations in dialogue, DEAI, public program planning and development, anniversaries,

memorialization, community engagement, and engaging with power and history. He creates and

moderates many of the Coalition's webinars to facilitate greater collaboration between members. His

background is in parks and historic sites.

NIAGARA FALLS UNDERGROUND RAIL ROAD HERITAGE AREA, NY,  USA
The Coalition is working with key stakeholders in the public presentation of Seneca, Tuscarora

and other indigenous histories and cultures in the Niagara Falls area, to reconcile past grievances,

build more trusting relationships, share information across organizations and collaboratively plan

the decolonization, both internal and external, of four historic sites.

Over an eight-month period, the Coalition worked with the community on a three-phase

initiative that 1) assessed the stories that the community was telling about African American

history and the slave auction block located in town; 2) facilitated design sessions to imagine how

the slave auction block might be further interpreted; and 3) brought the community together for

public dialogues on major themes that were revealed during the first two phases of the initiative. 

CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG, VA,  USA

OVERVIEW
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Abbe Museum

Birmingham Civil Rights Institute

Boston Institute for Contemporary Art

Connecticut Landmarks

Cultural Heritage without Borders (Albania)

Ellis Island Immigration Museum

Freer Sackler Galleries (Smithsonian)

Idaho Anne Frank Human Rights Memorial

Institute for Social Development (Sri Lanka)

Istituzione Musei del Mare e della Navigazione (Italy)

LBJ Presidential Library

Lowell National Historical Park

Maison des Esclaves (Senegal)

MASS MoCA

Museum of Contemporary Art, Chicago

National Civil Rights Museum

National Portrait Gallery (Smithsonian)

Oakland Museum

Oklahoma City Museum of Art

Philbrook Museum

Tenement Museum

Women’s Rights National Historic Park

THROUGH THE EFFORTS OF S ITES OF
CONSCIENCE,  TODAY:

“Working with the Coalition

has strengthened our

effectiveness and purpose in

so many ways. Not only do

we embrace the

methodology they share - we

are also enriched by the

global network and how the

Coalition connects us and

highlights our work. We feel

supported and confident as

we lean into difficult

conversations with our

audiences and with each

other.” 

 

— Cinnamon Catlin-Legutko

Former President/CEO

Abbe Museum

 

 

Clients
For more than twenty years, the International Coalition of Sites of

Conscience has helped museums, historic sites and other spaces

become dynamic centers for community engagement through

personalized training solutions grounded in the work of thought

leaders, educators, and human rights advocates. Below is a

selected list of clients served. 
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"The Coalition helps us understand our audiences better, explore

multiple perspectives on painful or controversial topics, and find

contemporary relevance in our stories. Year after year, they encourage

true excellence in programming at some of the world's most challenging

and meaningful sites." 

 

- Sean Kelley, Senior Vice President, Director of Interpretation and Public Programming, 

Eastern State Penitentiary Historic Site, Philadelphia, PA
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www.sitesofconscience.org

Twitter: @sitesconscience

Instagram: @sitesofconscience

Facebook: Facebook.com/SitesofConscience

Remember, Learn, Engage,

Transform.
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Chairman, Ways & Means Committee 

 

City Hall, Room 527 

Chairman, Biennial Audits Oversight Commission 100 N Holliday Street 

 Baltimore, MD 21202 

  

 

 

 Eric T. Costello 
  

Baltimore City Council, 11th District 
 
March 4, 2021 

 

Ms. Jennifer Ruffner 

Administrator 

Maryland Heritage Areas Authority 

100 Community Place, 3rd Floor 

Crownsville, MD  21032-2023 

 

Dear Ms. Ruffner: 

 

In July 2020, Historic Ships in Baltimore and its parent organization made the decision to remove the 

name “TANEY” from the historic Coast Guard Cutter 37, formerly USCGC TANEY.  The museum is 

applying to the Maryland Heritage Areas Authority Grant Program for funding to support the concept 

design, fabrication, and installation, of a new, interpretive signage set for display aboard USCG Cutter 37, 

moored at Pier V and on the Baltimore waterfront promenade in the vicinity of the ship.  The new signage 

will form an exhibit interpreting and telling the story of the Ship’s original name, its context and meaning, 

and the recent decision to remove it.     

 

Removing the name generated passionate support and detraction from many diverse constituencies, and 

these interpretive displays will help explain and contextualize this decision and provide a space where the 

thoughts, emotions and reactions can be voiced and discussed.  I support Historic Ships in Baltimore in 

this project as example of the using our public assets preserve and interpret the past within the context of 

the present.  For continued improvement of Baltimore and Maryland’s heritage tourism program, we ask 

that the Maryland Heritage Areas Authority provide full funding as requested.      

 

Should you have questions, please feel free to contact me directly at eric.costello@baltimorecity.gov or 

410-396-4816. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Eric. T. Costello 

Baltimore City Council, 11th District 
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Requested By: Brian Auer
Email: bauer@historicships.org

Work Phone: (410) 396-3453

Salesperson: Glenn Szymanski
Email: glenn.szymanski@fastsigns.com

NO. Product Summary QTY UNIT PRICE TAXABLE AMOUNT

1 Display Panel 1 (Front Face) 2 $469.06 $938.13 $938.13

1.1 Miscellaneous - Sign

Part Qty: 1
Width: 18.00"
Height: 48.06"

Notes:
Front Panel 18"w x 48.06"h x 1"thick
1/4" thick mounting plate (Base)
Side Mount 6" x 12"x 1"thick

1.2 Vinyl - Calendered (Overlay) - Vinyl for Front Side of Sign

Part Qty: 1
Width: 18.00"
Height: 48.06"

Text: 
TBD

1.3 Laminate - 3 mil UV Matte - Lamination

Part Qty: 1
Width: 18.00"
Height: 48.06"

2 Display Panels 3 $1,087.73 $3,263.19 $3,263.19

2.1 Miscellaneous - Sign

Part Qty: 1
Width: 14.00"
Height: 48.00"

Notes:
Front Panel 14" x 48" 1.5"thick
1/4" tick mounting plate (Base)

Bill To: Historic Ships In Baltimore
301 E PRATT ST # 1
Baltimore, MD 21202
US

Delivered: Historic Ships In Baltimore
301 E PRATT ST # 1
Baltimore, MD 21202
US

DESCRIPTION: Exhibit Display Panels

ESTIMATE
591E-28296

PO Number: 
Payment Terms: Cash Customer

More than fast. More than signs. ®
fastsigns.com/591

Created Date: 3/4/2021

Generated On: 3/4/2021 11:36 AM Page  1 of 3 
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2.2 Vinyl - Calendered (Overlay) - Vinyl for Front Side of Sign

Part Qty: 1
Width: 14.00"
Height: 48.00"

Text: 
TBD

2.3 Laminate - 3 mil UV Matte - Lamination

Part Qty: 1
Width: 14.00"
Height: 48.00"

3 Display Panels 3 $1,386.62 $4,159.87 $4,159.87

3.1 Miscellaneous - Sign

Part Qty: 1
Width: 20.00"
Height: 48.00"

Notes:
Front Panel 20" x 48" 1.5" thick
1/4" thick mounting plate (Base)

3.2 Vinyl - Calendered (Overlay) - Vinyl for Front Side of Sign

Part Qty: 1
Width: 20.00"
Height: 48.00"

Text: 
TBD

3.3 Laminate - 3 mil UV Matte - Lamination

Part Qty: 1
Width: 20.00"
Height: 48.00"

3.4 Miscellaneous - Header

Part Qty: 1
Width: 26.00"
Height: 6.00"

4 Delivery 1 $50.00 $0.00 $50.00

4.1 Delivery - 

Part Qty: 1

Notes:
Historic Ships in Baltimore
1417 Thames Street
Baltimore, MD 21231

Brian Auer
410-396-3453

Subtotal: $8,771.19
Taxable Amount: $0.00

Taxes: $0.00

Grand Total: $8,771.19

Due to the custom nature of our products and services all jobs are final.  No 
returns or refunds may be provided on properly processed and approved 
orders.

This estimate acknowledged, accepted and approved by:

__________________________________________________________

Print Name __________________________________________________  Date 
______________________

Generated On: 3/4/2021 11:36 AM Page  2 of 3 
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Signature: Date:

Generated On: 3/4/2021 11:36 AM Page  3 of 3 

312 W Lombard St  Baltimore, MD 21201 (410) 468-3278
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DISSASSOCIATED
A TArnished nAme And honorAble service

To disassociate the tarnished name of  Roger Taney from the honorable 
history of  the ship, in 2020 the museum ceased referring the the ship 
by her original name Taney and removed the name plate from 
the ship. Henceforth referred to by her hull number, the museum 
ship USCG Cutter 37 continues to preserve and honor the service of  
the ship and its crew to the people of  the United States.  All artifacts, 
records, historical references to the original ship name remain in place.  

During the 2010’s, national movements to advance inclusivity and racial 
equity within society gained momentum.  Frustrations with enduring 
signs of  inequality in American society came to the forefront of  national 
attention, and many organizations began to make efforts to be more 
inclusive of  historically oppressed Americans. the name of the ship 
began to overshadow its service record and was in danger of  
making the ship a target for controversy, rather than a memorial to her 
service and crew.  

The museum viewed the ship’s name as one of  its least significant 
attributes.  Future reference to the ship by its hull number does not erase 
it’s service name from the record, nor downplay the honor of  the crew 
who served aboard, and was thought by the museum to be the best way 
separate the honorable history of  the ship from the controversy of  her 
name without changing any history.  

In 2020, increasing calls for 
the removal of lingering sysmbols 
of racism gained national attention 

afer several high-profle incidents of 
percieved racial injustice

Honor by Mispronunciation

While the ship was in service, 
the crew knew Taney’s name 
carried some stigma, so some 
purposfully mispronounced the 
name as “tay-nee,”  (Roger Taney’s 
name is pronounced “taw-nee”), a 
tradition the museum continued.  
For many years, the ship, with her 
name mispronounced,  served as a 
museum without any controversy. 

2015

Riots erupt in Baltimore afer 
Freddie Gray dies in police custody

2017

Taney statue removed from MD 
Statehouse grounds. 

2020

Nationwide protests erupt afer 
George Floyd dies during arrest. 

2020

House of Representatives votes to 
remove bust of Taney from Capitol.

2020

Adm. Karl Shultz annouces USCG 
ban on Confederate imagery. 

Vitrine w/ revmoved name lettering 
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TARNISHED A LEGACY
RogeR B. Taney was a distinguished Maryland lawyer and judge before 
becoming the 11th Attorney General of  the United States (1831-1833) under 
President Jackson.  Jackson believed a national bank was “the great enemy of  
republicanism” and ordered his Treasury Secretary William J. Duane (also a 
Treasury Class Cutter) to authorize removal of  federal deposits from the national 
bank.  When Duane refused, Jackson fired him and gave Taney a recess 
appointment to that post.  As Treasury Secretary, Taney redistributed federal 
deposits to various state-run banks, ending the public role of  the national bank.  

Roger Brook Taney ca. 1855
Library of  Congress Image

“An eRRoneus Decision”
Even though he is otherwise respected and distinguished by historians as a lawyer and 
judge, Roger Taney is most well-known as the Chief  Justice of  the Supreme Court 
who wrote the majority opinion during the 1857 DReD scott cAse; a decision widely 
condemed, even in its own day.  Despite having freed his own inherited slaves and 
defending slaves in a case as a lawyer, Taney was an anti-abolitionist who believed that 
Africans were inferior. 

Taney, like many Americans in the antebellum period, believe Slavery was the natural 
condition of  the african race, and along with a majority of  the courts justices, believed 
that Constitutional rights did not apply to Africans.  The majority opinion on the case 
made three important decrees:
 

1.  Black people were not citizens and could never be citizens entitled to              
 constitutional rights. 
2.  Congress did not have the power to abolish it in territories, therefore the    
 MissouRi coMpRoMise of  1820 was unconsitutional, 
3.  A slave could not become free by spending time in free territory because he   
 was the property of  his owner’s and couldn’t been taken without due process.

Far from settling the slavery issue, the decision was widely condemed in the North 
and enflamed abolitionist sentiments.  Aside from moral implications, the decision 
voided established policital compromises which reignited conflicts that directly led to 
the Civil War 3 years later.  

A Decision ThAT

A Presidential Favorite

pResiDent AnDRew JAckson 
first appointed Roger Taney to 
be his AttoRney geneRAl. 
Seeing Taney as an ally, the 
President then appointed him 
as secRetARy of the tReAsuRy 
to help him end the national 
bank.  Appointed during a 
recess,  Congress rejected Taney 
when they returned.  

After the 1834 elections, 
pro-Jackson senators gained a majority and after 
Chief  Justice John Marshall died in 1835, Jackson 
nominated Taney to replace him.  The Senate 
confirmed Taney as chief Justice of the supReMe 
couRt in March, 1836.  

Andrew Jackson
7th US President 1829-1837

“When a strict interpretation of  the Constitution... is 
abandoned, and the theoretical opinions of  individuals 
are allowed to control its meaning, we no longer have a 
constitution; we are under the government of  individual 
men, who for the time being have the power to declare 
what the Constitution is, according to their own view 
of  what it ought to mean.”

~Justice Benjamin Curtis
March, 1857

Dissenting opinion on the Dred Scott ruling

Left Top: Dred Scott ca. 1857.  
Left Bottom: Benjamin Curtis ca.1868. 
Public Domain Images
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Requested By: Brian Auer
Email: bauer@historicships.org

Work Phone: (410) 396-3453

Salesperson: Glenn Szymanski
Email: glenn.szymanski@fastsigns.com

NO. Product Summary QTY UNIT PRICE TAXABLE AMOUNT

1 Display Panel 1 (Front Face) 2 $469.06 $938.13 $938.13

1.1 Miscellaneous - Sign

Part Qty: 1
Width: 18.00"
Height: 48.06"

Notes:
Front Panel 18"w x 48.06"h x 1"thick
1/4" thick mounting plate (Base)
Side Mount 6" x 12"x 1"thick

1.2 Vinyl - Calendered (Overlay) - Vinyl for Front Side of Sign

Part Qty: 1
Width: 18.00"
Height: 48.06"

Text: 
TBD

1.3 Laminate - 3 mil UV Matte - Lamination

Part Qty: 1
Width: 18.00"
Height: 48.06"

2 Display Panels 3 $1,087.73 $3,263.19 $3,263.19

2.1 Miscellaneous - Sign

Part Qty: 1
Width: 14.00"
Height: 48.00"

Notes:
Front Panel 14" x 48" 1.5"thick
1/4" tick mounting plate (Base)

Bill To: Historic Ships In Baltimore
301 E PRATT ST # 1
Baltimore, MD 21202
US

Delivered: Historic Ships In Baltimore
301 E PRATT ST # 1
Baltimore, MD 21202
US

DESCRIPTION: Exhibit Display Panels

ESTIMATE
591E-28296

PO Number: 
Payment Terms: Cash Customer

More than fast. More than signs. ®
fastsigns.com/591

Created Date: 3/4/2021

Generated On: 3/4/2021 11:36 AM Page  1 of 3 
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2.2 Vinyl - Calendered (Overlay) - Vinyl for Front Side of Sign

Part Qty: 1
Width: 14.00"
Height: 48.00"

Text: 
TBD

2.3 Laminate - 3 mil UV Matte - Lamination

Part Qty: 1
Width: 14.00"
Height: 48.00"

3 Display Panels 3 $1,386.62 $4,159.87 $4,159.87

3.1 Miscellaneous - Sign

Part Qty: 1
Width: 20.00"
Height: 48.00"

Notes:
Front Panel 20" x 48" 1.5" thick
1/4" thick mounting plate (Base)

3.2 Vinyl - Calendered (Overlay) - Vinyl for Front Side of Sign

Part Qty: 1
Width: 20.00"
Height: 48.00"

Text: 
TBD

3.3 Laminate - 3 mil UV Matte - Lamination

Part Qty: 1
Width: 20.00"
Height: 48.00"

3.4 Miscellaneous - Header

Part Qty: 1
Width: 26.00"
Height: 6.00"

4 Delivery 1 $50.00 $0.00 $50.00

4.1 Delivery - 

Part Qty: 1

Notes:
Historic Ships in Baltimore
1417 Thames Street
Baltimore, MD 21231

Brian Auer
410-396-3453

Subtotal: $8,771.19
Taxable Amount: $0.00

Taxes: $0.00

Grand Total: $8,771.19

Due to the custom nature of our products and services all jobs are final.  No 
returns or refunds may be provided on properly processed and approved 
orders.

This estimate acknowledged, accepted and approved by:

__________________________________________________________

Print Name __________________________________________________  Date 
______________________

Generated On: 3/4/2021 11:36 AM Page  2 of 3 
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Signature: Date:

Generated On: 3/4/2021 11:36 AM Page  3 of 3 

312 W Lombard St  Baltimore, MD 21201 (410) 468-3278
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BRADEN PAYNTER
DIRECTOR, METHODOLOGY AND PRACTICE

SPECIALIZATIONS

Dialogue Facilitation

Community-Based

Memorialization

Interpretative Planning

Exhibit Consultation

SELECT PROJECT EXPERIENCE

Braden volunteers for the Journal of Museum

Education and has been published in Landscapes of

Violence, Smithsonian Institution and The Public

Historian. 

 

Based in Vemont, USA.

Cell: +1.646 856.9413

bpaynter@sitesofconscience.org

Over the course of three years Braden worked with CTL to build an institutional culture of

dialogue and engagement. In particular the work focused on aligning the programming more

closely with community needs and site topics of LGBTQ history, confronting the Holocaust,

slavery, race, and challenges for military veterans. The collaboration has included trainings ajnd

train the trainer sessions, the development of new resources, and staff mentorship.

CONNECTICUT LANDMARKS, CT,  USA

Braden leads the Coalitions' Methodology and Practice team, making sure that sites around the world

have the information, skills, and relationships they need to excel at their work. He leads trainings and

consultations in dialogue, DEAI, public program planning and development, anniversaries,

memorialization, community engagement, and engaging with power and history. He creates and

moderates many of the Coalition's webinars to facilitate greater collaboration between members. His

background is in parks and historic sites.

NIAGARA FALLS UNDERGROUND RAIL ROAD HERITAGE AREA, NY,  USA
The Coalition is working with key stakeholders in the public presentation of Seneca, Tuscarora

and other indigenous histories and cultures in the Niagara Falls area, to reconcile past grievances,

build more trusting relationships, share information across organizations and collaboratively plan

the decolonization, both internal and external, of four historic sites.

Over an eight-month period, the Coalition worked with the community on a three-phase

initiative that 1) assessed the stories that the community was telling about African American

history and the slave auction block located in town; 2) facilitated design sessions to imagine how

the slave auction block might be further interpreted; and 3) brought the community together for

public dialogues on major themes that were revealed during the first two phases of the initiative. 

CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG, VA,  USA

OVERVIEW
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DINA BAILEY
SENIOR DIRECTOR, METHODOLOGY AND PRACTICE

Linda Norris
SENIOR SPECIALIST
METHODOLOGY AND PRACTICE

SPECIALIZATIONS

Exhibition Development

Interpretive Planning

Museums and Creative Practice

Community Engagement

OVERVIEW
Linda brings deep experience to capacity-building efforts.  As Senior Specialist in Methodology

and Practice, she works to grow the expertise of members and others and develops strategic

initiatives and partnerships. She has spearheaded the revitalization of Maison des Esclaves, an

innovative digital mapping project in the Middle East and a series of webinars on the

memorialization of Indigenous women in New York State. Before joining the Coalition in 2017,

 Linda was an independent museum consultant and brought her curiosity and passion to

transformative. award-winning work with museums, historic sites, and other clients. 

Based in New York, USA

Cell: +1.607.287.8418

lnorris@sitesofconscience.org

 

Linda is the lead on a major IMLS-supported project that brings together ten US-based Sites of

Conscience to build skills around addressing community trauma and support each organization in

developing innovative projects that address those issues.

COUNTERING STORIES OF INEQUALITY,  2020-2022

CREATIVE PRACTICE EXPERT, ONGOING 

Linda was the lead interpretive consultant for the reinterpretation of Stowe's home to directly connect

Stowe's writing of Uncle Tom's Cabin to contemporary issues and to encourage each visitor to make a

difference on issues that matter to them. She facilitated community focus groups, lead interpretive team

meetings, worked with staff to shape interpretive strategies for each room of the home, and conducted

and evaluated prototype experiences.

HARRIET BEECHER STOWE CENTER RE-INTERPRETATION, 2013-2016

SELECT PROJECT EXPERIENCE 

L inda  serves  as  an  ad junct  ins t ructor  in  the  Johns
Hopk ins  Univers i ty ’s  on l ine  Museum Stud ies

Program and Cul tura l  Her i tage  Programs,   teach ing
courses  on communi ty  engagement .

Linda is an industry leader in facilitating conversation and action surrounding the ways creativity can

transform museums, shape more compelling narratives and create deeper, more inclusive community

connections. She is the co-author of "Creativity in Museum Practice" and blogs at The Uncataloged

Museum. Linda has facilitated creative practice workshops for organizations such as Mystic Seaport,

the Asian Art Museum (San Francisco), and the Ohio History Connection. Internationally, the United

States Embassies in Ukraine, Albania and Romania have supported her creative practice workshops.
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Captain Christopher Rowsom 

606 West Ring Factory Road Bel Air, MD 21015 
410-952-7008 

crowsom@historicships.org 
csrowsom1@verizon.net 

 
Vice President, Heritage Programs, Living Classrooms Foundation April, 2011 to Present 
 

Executive Director, Historic Ships in Baltimore 
December, 1998 to Present 

 
Fleet Captain, Living Classrooms Foundation 
January, 1996 to December, 1998 
Supervising the operations and maintenance of the LCF fleet of historic ships 
 
Captain, Schooner Lady Maryland 
Living Classrooms Foundation, January, 1987 to December, 1995 Chesapeake Bay, US East Coast, Great 
Lakes 
Sail Training and Environmental Education 

 
Captain, Schooner Sylvina W. Beale 
Casco Bay Cruises, September to October, 1986 Casco Bay, Maine, Passenger Trade 

 
Captain, Schooner Appledore II Southampton College, March to May, 
1986 US Virgin Islands to Sag Harbor, NY 
Sail Training and Navigation Instructor, Southampton College SEAmester Program 

 
Shipwright, Schooner Lady Maryland Building Crew 
Lady Maryland Foundation, October, 1985 to June, 1986 

 
Chief Mate, Schooner Western Union  VisionQuest, Inc., December, 1984 to 
February, 1985 US East Coast, Bahamas 
Sail Training with Adjudicated Youth 

 
Senior Deckhand to Chief Mate, Schooner Pride of Baltimore 
Pride of Baltimore, Inc., October, 1981 to September, 1985 
Caribbean Sea, Gulf of Mexico, US and Canada West and East Coast, St. Lawrence Seaway, Transatlantic to Europe, the 
Baltic Sea. 
Sailing Ambassador for the City of Baltimore 
 
Chief Mate, Schooner Mercantile 
Maine Windjammer Cruises, June to September, 1981 Waters of Penobscot Bay, Maine, 
Passenger Trade              Chief Mate, Schooner Rachel and Ebenezer 
East End Packet Company, November, 1979 to May, 1981 
Four transits to and from US Virgin Islands, sailing the waters of the Caribbean Sea, Atlantic Ocean, Southern New England, 
Passenger Trade and Sail Training 
 
Other Interests and Qualifications: 
US Coast Guard Merchant Mariner’s License, 100 Ton, Near Coastal  
Board Member – Tall Ships America, 1997 to present 

• Chairman, 2002 
• Commodore’s Council, 2003 to present 
• Secretary, 2005 to present 

Past President, current Secretary, Greater Baltimore History Alliance  
Board Member, Baltimore National Heritage Area 
2007 – 2010 Board Member, Bel Air Historic Preservation Commission, Bel Air, MD 

 
Education 
Hobart College, 2 Years 
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